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Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, 

growth, development and employment. 

Examine the various ways of controlling inflation in India. Also discuss RBI’s role in 

controlling inflation. (250 words) 
Reference: Live Mint 

Introduction 

The RBI’s explicit mandate is to conduct monetary policy. “The primary objective of monetary policy 

is to maintain price stability while keeping in mind the objective of growth. Price stability is a 

necessary precondition to sustainable growth.” 

Body 

Various ways of controlling inflation in India 

1. Monetary policy – Higher interest rates reduce demand in the economy, leading to lower 

economic growth and lower inflation. 

2. Control of money supply – Monetarists argue there is a close link between the money 

supply and inflation, therefore controlling money supply can control inflation. 

3. Supply-side policies – policies to increase the competitiveness and efficiency of the 

economy, putting downward pressure on long-term costs. 

4. Fiscal policy – a higher rate of income tax could reduce spending, demand and inflationary 

pressures. 

5. Wage controls – trying to control wages could, in theory, help to reduce inflationary 

pressures. However, apart from the 1970s, it has been rarely used. 

Role of RBI in inflation management 

1. Performing Open Market Operations (OMO): Refers to one of the important method used 

by the central bank to reduce the credit creation capacity of commercial banks. 

2. The central bank issues government securities to commercial banks and certain private 

businesses. 

3. In this way, the cash with commercial banks would be spent on purchasing government 

securities. As a result, commercial bank would reduce credit supply for the general public. 

4. Monetary policy review by changing reserve ratios: Involves increase or decrease in reserve 

ratios by the central bank to reduce the credit creation capacity of commercial banks. For example, 

when the central bank needs to reduce the credit creation capacity of commercial banks, it increases 

Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR). 

5. As a result, commercial banks need to keep a large amount of cash as reserve from their 

total deposits with the central bank. 

6. This would further reduce the lending capacity of commercial banks. Consequently, the 

investment by individuals in an economy would also reduce. 
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7. In 2016, the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, was amended to provide a statutory basis for 

the implementation of a flexible inflation-targeting framework, where the Centre and the RBI would 

review and agree upon a specific inflation target every five years. 

8. Under this, 4% was set as the Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation target for the period from 

August 5, 2016, to March 31, 2021, with the upper tolerance limit of 6% and the lower tolerance 

limit of 2%. 

  

Conclusion 

To the extent that ensuring price stability is its primary goal, the RBI through its MPC must 

constantly assess not just current levels of inflation and prices of various goods and services in the 

economy, but also take into consideration inflation expectations both of consumers and financial 

markets so as to use an array of monetary tools, including interest rates, to contain inflation within 

its target range. 

 Critically analyse the role of MSMEs in formalization of manufacturing sector in India. 

(250 words) 
Reference:  Indian Express 
Why the question: 
The article in the Indian express brings to us the role of MSMEs in formalization of manufacturing 
sector in India. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Critically analyse the role of MSMEs in formalization of manufacturing sector in India. 
Directive: 
Critically analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or 
nature of the topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, one needs to look at the good and bad of the 
topic and give a fair judgment. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) have always played a vital role in the Indian 
economy. Not only do the 6.3 crore MSMEs in India contribute one-third to the GDP of the country 
but also provide employment to large sections of society. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Discuss briefly what MSMEs are. Their utility. 
Then discuss the challenges before it and the schemes and policies floated by the govt. to ensure they 
sustain and contribute to the economy. 
Suggest what needs to be done to ensure that they continue to contribute for the formalization of 
manufacturing sector in India. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that MSMEs are the backbone of a resilient national economy. Prioritising their 
development is critical to the future of the country. The government has come out with a variety of 
enabling mechanisms over the last few years. 
  

Introduction 
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Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) have always played a vital role in the Indian 

economy. Not only do the 6.3 crore MSMEs in India contribute one-third to the GDP of the country 

but also provide employment to large sections of society. 

Body 

Challenges faced by MSME’s in India 

1. Limited capital: Absence of adequate and timely banking finance, as per Economic Survey 

2017-18, the MSME received only 17.4 per cent of the total credit outstanding as of November 2017. 

2. Problem of delayed payments is faced by MSMEs due to various reasons, which increase 

the financial crunch for their businesses. 

3. Due to their lack of scale and in-house capabilities, MSEs find it difficult to access proper 

market for selling their products. 

4. Large-scale presence of MSMEs in informal sector, which doesn’t allow them to use different 

assistance available to MSMEs. 

5. Non-availability of suitable technology, creating public perception of products with low 

quality standards. 

6. Low production due to reasons such as Ineffective marketing strategy, constraints on 

modernisation & expansions etc. 

7. Deficiencies in basic infrastructural facilities like water, power supply, road/rail and 

telephone connectivity, etc. 

8. There are large numbers of clusters but the resource availability for undertaking cluster 

development activities is limited. 

9. A huge divergence persists between research institutions (suppliers of technology) and the 

business requirements of MSMEs (consumers of technology) 

10. Presently, MSMEs must do multiple registrations with various entities such as Udyog 

Aadhaar portal, GSTN, NSIC, etc. 

11. This leads to cumbersome registration process and duplication of efforts. 

Government policies floated to help MSME’s 

1. MSME Outreach Programme, which ran for 100 days covering 100 Districts throughout the 

country. Various Central Ministers visited these districts in order to apprise the entrepreneurs about 

various facilities being extended to MSME Sector by the Government and financial institutions. 

2. Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has asked the banks to link the floating interest rate on retail 

loans and loans extended to micro and small businesses to external benchmarks like Repo Rate or 

Treasury Bills. 

3. 59-minute loan portal to enable easy access to credit for MSMEs: A link to this portal will be 

made available through the GST portal. 

4. Interest Subvention: A 2 percent interest subvention will be provided for all GST registered 

MSMEs, on fresh or incremental loans. 
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5. For exporters who receive loans in the pre-shipment and post-shipment period, there will be 

an increase in interest rebate from 3 percent to 5 percent. 

6. Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme (CLCSS) aims at facilitating technology upgradation of 

the MSME sector. 

7. The Government has also initiated the Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana for development and 

refinancing activities relating to micro industrial units. 

8. Atmanirbhar Bharat: Rs. 3 Lakh crores to collateral free automatic loans for businesses, 

including MSMEs 

1. This scheme is implemented by Department of Financial Services. 

2. Borrowers with upto Rs. 25 Cr. Outstanding and Rs. 100 Cr. Turnover eligible. 

3. Loans to have 4 year tenor. 

4. 12 months moratorium on principal repayment. 

9. Financial Support to MSMEs in ZED (Zero Defect and Zero Effect) certification to encourage 

MSMEs to upgrade their quality standards in products and processes with adoption of Zero-Defect 

production processes and without impacting the environment, etc. 

 Conclusion 

The development of MSMEs is crucial on many counts for Indian economy and society. Apart from 

proper implementation of these recommendations, a cue could be taken from the global best 

practices such as the Competition by cooperation concept in Italy, Contract Financing in Mexico and 

success stories of Shenzhen as a technology hub in China. 

Discuss about the recent measures taken by RBI to resolve the challenges faced by 

several sectors in India amid ongoing second wave of Covid 19 pandemic. (250 words) 
Reference:  Indian Express 
Why the question: 
RBI unveils Rs 50,000 crore fund support to healthcare; liquidity push. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss about the recent measures taken by RBI to resolve the challenges faced by several sectors in 
India amid ongoing second wave of Covid 19 pandemic. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what kind of pressure the covid-19 has brought to the economy of the country. 
Body: 
Discuss in detail the scheme being floated by RBI – Under the scheme, banks can provide fresh 
lending support to a wide range of entities including vaccine manufacturers, importers and suppliers 
of vaccines and priority medical devices, hospitals and dispensaries, pathology labs, manufactures 
and suppliers of oxygen and ventilators, importers of vaccines and Covid-related drugs, logistics firms 
and also patients for treatment. 
Discuss all the measures floated by the RBI. 
Conclusion: 
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Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

With the raging Covid pandemic putting severe stress on the economy, the Reserve Bank of India 

(RBI) on Wednesday unveiled a host of measures to boost fund flow to the healthcare sector and 

ease the pain of small borrowers and units. 

Body 

Measures taken by RBI in the wake of pandemic 

1. The RBI has opened an on-tap liquidity window of Rs 50,000 crore with tenors of up to 

three years at the repo rate – four per cent — till March 31, 2022 to boost provision of immediate 

liquidity for ramping up Covid-related healthcare infrastructure and services in the country. 

2. Under the scheme, banks can provide fresh lending support to a wide range of entities 

including vaccine manufacturers, importers and suppliers of vaccines and priority medical devices, 

hospitals and dispensaries, pathology labs, manufactures and suppliers of oxygen and ventilators, 

importers of vaccines and Covid-related drugs, logistics firms and also patients for treatment. 

3. Banks are being incentivised for quick delivery of credit under the scheme through extension 

of priority sector classification to such lending up to March 31, 2022. 

4. These loans will continue to be classified under priority sector till repayment or 

maturity, whichever is earlier. 

5. Banks are expected to create a Covid loan book under the scheme. By way of an additional 

incentive, such banks will be eligible to park their surplus liquidity up to the size of the Covid 

loan book with the RBI under the reverse repo window at a rate which is 25 bps lower than the 

repo rate or, termed in a different way, 40 bps higher than the reverse repo rate. 

6. The RBI has decided to conduct special three-year long-term repo operations (SLTRO) of Rs 

10,000 crore at repo rate for small finance banks, to be deployed for fresh lending of up to 10 lakh 

per borrower. 

7. This is to provide further support to small business units, micro and small industries, and 

other unorganised sector entities adversely affected during the current wave of the pandemic. 

8. SFBs will be permitted to reckon fresh lending to smaller MFIs (with asset size of up to Rs 

500 crore) for on-lending to individual borrowers as priority sector lending. This means there will be 

concessions on interest rates and repayments. This facility will be available up to March 31, 2022. 

9. The RBI has decided to rationalise certain components of the extant KYC norms. These 

include (a) extending the scope of video KYC known as V-CIP (video-based customer identification 

process) for new categories of customers. 

10. The RBI also announced certain relaxations in Overdraft (OD) facilities of State 

Governments so that they can better manage their fiscal situation in terms of their cash-flows and 

market borrowings. 

Conclusion 

The global economy is exhibiting incipient signs of recovery as countries renew their tryst with 

growth, supported by monetary and fiscal stimulus. Still, activity remains uneven across countries 
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and sectors. In the wake of this, RBI measures show that they are committed to go unconventional 

and devise new responses as and when the situation demands. 

 Explain how in order to have a push towards spontaneous formalization, major 

transformations are required in the informal sector of the country. (250 words) 
Reference:  Financial Express 
Why the question: 
The article throws light on the Atmanirbhar Bharat and the informal sector. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain how in order to have a push towards spontaneous formalization, major transformations are 
required in the informal sector of the country. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with the current conditions of informal sector in the country. 
Body: 
Discuss the issue with informal sector in the country. 
Explain the concerns associated and the efforts of the government in this direction. 
Explain how in order to have a push towards spontaneous formalization, major transformations are 
required in the informal sector of the country. 
Take hints from the article and suggest what needs to be done. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

India’s vast majority of India’s workforce is informally employed – those who work outside of formal 

establishments, in un-incorporated private enterprises and mostly without any social security 

benefit. 

Body 

The size of India’s informal sector is massive and so is the extent of diversity therein. It accounts for 

about 50% of GVA and a major share in the export basket. This position proffers it with growth 

opportunities emanating from domestic as well as external sources. As a corollary, a large portion of 

prospective demand injection from the Atmanirbhar Bharat is bound to trickle down to the informal 

sector, directly or indirectly. 

Issues with informal sector of the country 

1. The informal sector is plagued by various constraints. Most firms are micro in size and 

deploy little capital. 

2. They have a small scale of production, substandard/unbranded quality of products, and 

localised scope of procuring raw material and marketing their products. 

3. They are vulnerable to business downturns and other market uncertainties, as reflected in 

high mortality. 

4. Their access to cheap, reliable and long-term credit sources is highly restricted. 
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5. The sector also endures a lack of official identity and recognition of its existence and 

contribution. 

6. Atmanirbhar Bharat promises enhanced demand for domestically-produced goods and 

services, but the exposure to stiff global competition, especially for informal sector units, is 

imminent. 

7. Goods and services produced in the informal sector must conform to global standards, if not 

exceed them, and at a competitive pricing. Reconciling the hand-to-mouth existence of units in the 

informal sector with their stipulated globally competitive role in Atmanirbhar Bharat is a Herculean 

task. 

8. In such a scenario, the informal sector must embrace for three tectonic shifts with respect to 

internal transformation, strategic positioning and labour-market dynamics. 

Atmanirbharta and informal sector growth 

1. One, enterprises must undergo drastic internal transformation, progressively converging at 

incremental formalisation through spontaneous and self-propelled transition into economically-

viable units. 

2. Two, because the vision of the Atmanirbhar Bharat exposes the informal sector to global 

competition, entrepreneurs must embrace the subtle art of strategic positioning in global mega-

supply chains. 

3. Three, India is a labour-surplus economy. The informal sector employs more than 80% of 

India’s workforce. The changes in the first two spheres (higher capital intensity-led enhanced labour 

productivity and ultra-flexibility in production cycles) may have severe repercussions on the 

availability and quality of jobs in India. 

Major transformation needed in informal sector 

1. To alleviate these concerns, the first assumption is that the proportionate increase in 

expected demand must be more than the enhanced labour productivity to at least retain the 

currently employed workers. 

2. But we also must be mindful of getting trapped in catch-22 spiral. To continuously employ 

current workforce, we need to incrementally corner an extra chunk in product market, which 

necessitates increased competitiveness, being led mainly but not solely by enhanced labour 

productivity which tends to make a part of the workforce redundant cyclically. 

3. To generate good quality jobs, diversification (both horizontal and vertical) must be 

encouraged. 

4. Vertical diversification entails products not just be partly produced or assembled in India, 

they must be the end-products of fully indigenised and integrated production and supply chains, 

from design to made in India. 

5. Horizontal diversification involves expansion into newer products and markets, smartly 

aligning with India’s comparative advantage of surplus labour. 

Conclusion 
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Thus, the vision of the Atmanirbhar Bharat is an inflexion point for India’s informal sector, which 

stipulates adroit manoeuvring between contrasting forces of continuity (persistent and pervasive 

informality) and change (incremental formalisation). Atmanirbharta must embrace informality via 

factoring in these three transformations and nudge it towards incremental and spontaneous 

formalisation. 

Discuss the concept of economic diplomacy and how it has changed over the time in 

the context of India. (250 words) 
Reference: orfonline.org 

Introduction 

Economic diplomacy is broadly defined as the aspect of diplomacy that focuses on international 

economic relations. In the post-Second World War context, this has usually meant promoting 

national trade, investment and technology interests through aggressive bilateral negotiations and 

pushing the same interests in multilateral institutions, such as the World Trade Organisation and the 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. 

Body 

Economic diplomacy in India 

1. A new dimension was added to India’s development cooperation framework around 2005 

with the start of its first substantive lines of credit (LoCs) into Africa with a modest sum of US$ 500 

million. 

2. With soft interest rates that included a grant element ranging from 24.31 percent to 37.48 

percent backed by a sovereign guarantee, these LoCs contributed to the development of urban 

transport, irrigation and power transmission infrastructure in several African countries. 

3. India’s economic diplomacy also extended to its neighbourhood, with large LoCs being 

announced for Bangladesh and Sri Lanka in particular. 

4. By the end of 2019, India had committed as much as US$ 25.46 billion in LoCs to a range of 

countries and also started to offer Buyer’s Credit to the tune of US$ 2.67 billion to encourage these 

countries to purchase Indian products. 

5. At the same time, ambitious but often delayed connectivity projects in the neighbourhood 

— spanning road, rail and river transport networks along with oil pipelines and power transmission 

grids — finally started to take shape under the direct supervision of the prime minister. 

6. India leveraged its satellite capabilities to offer education and health services through the e-

VidyaBharti and e-ArogyaBharti programmes across the African continent and expanded the ITEC 

programme to provide 12,000 fully-funded training slots in courses ranging from cybersecurity and 

climate change to entrepreneurship and education. 

7. A more dynamic and responsive approach to development cooperation enabled India to 

engage in exceptional medical diplomacy in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

8. Medical teams were despatched to the Maldives, Nepal and Kuwait, and emergency 

consignments of medicines like paracetamol and hydroxychloroquine were sent to over 90 

countries. 
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9. This medical dimension of India’s economic diplomacy toolkit got a further boost as the 

manufacturing infrastructure of the Serum Institute of India allowed the country to launch 

its ‘Vaccine Maitri’ initiative to supply COVID-19 vaccines bilaterally on grant and commercial basis, 

and multilaterally through the Covax programme. 

Conclusion 

India’s positions on these and other new areas of economic diplomacy will be followed closely not 

just by competing countries but also by partners in the developing world who count on India’s 

advocacy to protect their own vital interests. To capture the regional power, India must increase the 

extent and depth of its economic diplomacy especially with its neighbours. 

Compare and Contrast India’s growth crisis of 1991 and 2021. How is 2021 different 

from the earlier one? Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article explains in what way not all crises are opportunities for reforms. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Compare and Contrast in detail India’s growth crisis of 1991 and 2021. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with brief context of the crisis India is facing today. 
Body: 
Explain that the character and consequences of the crisis of 1991 and 2021 are different. In 1991, the 
crisis of the economy was the product of endogenous factors, that is, factors which were operating 
within the economic system. The crisis of 2021 is different, as it is the product of a pandemic, which is 
exogenous to the economic system. The cause-and-effect relations are entirely different in the latter, 
as the cause originates from outside the economic system and the economy is forced to adjust to this 
external shock. 
Contrast the two crises with suitable backing. 
Suggest steps to recover from the current crisis. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that all crises do not inevitably lead to possibilities for reforms, even though some do create 
opportunities for fundamental changes. However, to gauge whether a crisis can be turned into an 
opportunity for reforms requires an in-depth understanding of the factors that led to the crisis. 
  

Introduction 

This year marks 30 years of the landmark economic reforms that permanently altered the 

production and distribution structures of the Indian economy. Swayed by the success of the 1991 

reforms, albeit, at the macroeconomic level, there has been a growing clamour from economic 

commentators for some more doses of reforms in 2021. 

Body 

India’s growth crisis in 1991 vis-a-vis 2021 
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1. Both 1991 and 2021 have one thing in common, that is an economy facing a severe growth 

crisis. The character and consequences of the crisis of 1991 and 2021 are different. 

2. In 1991, the crisis of the economy was the product of endogenous factors, that is, factors 

which were operating within the economic system. 

3. The crisis of 2021 is different, as it is the product of a pandemic, which is exogenous to the 

economic system. The cause-and-effect relations are entirely different in the latter, as the cause 

originates from outside the economic system and the economy is forced to adjust to this external 

shock. 

4. Further, in 1991, the crisis was limited to the Indian economy, while the present calamity 

has engulfed most global economies with varying intensities. 

5. This makes policy responses very challenging. In the former case, we could have India-

specific policies, assuming that there would not be drastic changes in the rest of the world, while in 

the latter case, India-specific policies will have to be tempered with the dynamics of the rest of the 

world, as all affected economies are formulating policy responses at the same time. 

6. The availability of a semi-fixed template for reforms eased the matter in 1991. The template, 

which had some generic measures for all the economies experiencing external sector imbalances, 

was a tried and tested one. 

7. This gave policymakers some headroom to anticipate the likely consequences in the post-

implementation phase. 

Measures to recover from the crisis 

1. Investment-Centred Approach: The NSO has given the investment rate in the economy for 

FY 2020-21 at only 31% of GDP which is a very low rate of investment for any economy as large as 

India, therefore investment is the right way forward. 

1. The FY 2021-22 should be the year of beefing up, strengthening and stepping up the pace of 

investment in infrastructure and many other projects where India is in the deficit stage. 

2. Managing the Elevated Inflation Levels: India is at the risk of inflation, it is at an elevated 

level which is why the RBI has been conservative; it has projected the growth rate at 10.5% only. 

0. India has to walk on a very fine line balancing the growth imperatives and inflation 

concerns. 

1. The RBI has also adopted a policy to support economic growth. It has increased the 

limit of ways and means advances to the states and has allowed them to borrow 

more amounts from the RBI. 

3. Role of Government Policies: The growth projection also depends upon policies adopted by 

the government, specially the fiscal policy and monetary policies. India implemented massive 

economic reforms (Atmanirbhar Bharat) in the year 2020 when the pandemic was at its peak. Also, 

India has freed up a lot of sectors from the over regulation by the government interference which 

will be fruitful in better and faster economic growth. 

4. Vaccination and Covid-Appropriate Behaviour: India’s vaccination programme is also going 

on, it is vaccinating nearly 3-4 million people on a daily basis but that is not enough. The need is to 

build up more capacity and vaccinate more and more people at a faster rate. 
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5. Even after vaccination, no leniency shall be there in following the basic covid appropriate 

behaviour of wearing a mask, performing social distancing and following hygiene protocols. 

Conclusion 

All crises do not inevitably lead to possibilities for reforms, even though some do create 

opportunities for fundamental changes. However, to gauge whether a crisis can be turned into an 

opportunity for reforms requires an in-depth understanding of the factors that led to the crisis. 

Further, all the three clusters of actors who are crucial agents in the policy process — political 

leaders, policymakers and implementers, and the relevant stakeholders — need to have a shared 

vision. In 2021, the call for reforms leaves out the stakeholders, which might undermine the very 

purpose of reforms itself. 

What do you understand by Goldilocks Economy? Explain why is it often  challenging 

for central bankers and governments to engineer a Goldilocks economy. (250 words) 
Reference:  investopedia.com 
Why the question: 
The article throws light on what Goldilocks economy is and its nuances.   
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the concept of Goldilocks economy and the challenges involved therein. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
The term describes an ideal state for an economic system. In this perfect state, there is full 
employment, economic stability, and stable growth. The economy is not expanding or contracting by 
a large margin. Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Explain the key features of Goldilocks economy. 
Discuss that the Central banks are responsible for regulating the money supply and the banking 
sector. The banking authority uses monetary policy tools to bring on and maintain a Goldilocks 
economy. 
Give examples of such an economy. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance. 
Introduction 

The term describes an ideal state for an economic system. In this perfect state, there is full 

employment, economic stability, and stable growth. The economy is not expanding or contracting by 

a large margin. A Goldilocks economy is warm enough with steady economic growth to prevent a 

recession. However, growth is not so hot as to push it into an inflationary status. 

Body 

A Goldilocks economy describes an ideal state for an economy whereby the economy is not 

expanding or contracting by too much. A Goldilocks economy has steady economic growth, 

preventing a recession, but not so much growth that inflation rises by too much. A Goldilocks state is 

ideal for investing because as companies grow and generate positive earnings growth, stocks 

perform well. 
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 Characteristics Goldilocks economy 

1. Low unemployment: A low unemployment rate, most commonly known as the U3 rate, 

which defines the number of people willing and able to work but unable to find gainful employment, 

and who have sought work in the past four weeks. The U.S. Federal Reserve (The Fed) estimates a 

normal rate to fall somewhere between 5% and 6.7%. 

2. Asset price inflation: An increase in the prices of stocks, derivatives, bonds, real estate, and 

other assets will earmark a Goldilocks economy. This increase is difficult to see when using broader 

measures that gauge real economic growth. 

3. Low market interest rates: These rates are the percentage of a dollar amount that a lender 

will charge a borrower when they lend money. Market interest rates have a basis on the overnight 

rate set by the Fed, which dictates the rate banks charge to lend to one another. 

4. Low inflation as measured by the quantitative-based; based on a number—consumer price 

index (CPI) and the producer price index (PPI) also identifies this golden economic state. Inflation 

describes the purchasing power of a nation’s money. 

5. Steady gross domestic product (GDP) or economic growth: This is the most cited indicator 

of the Goldilocks economy. GDP is a broad economic measure of the value of all services and 

finished goods produced in a country and is a direct indicator of the health of an economy. 

Difficulties in engineering a goldilocks economy 

1. Central banks are responsible for regulating the money supply and the banking sector. The 

banking authority uses monetary policy tools to bring on and maintain a Goldilocks economy. 

2. Rising prices can hurt an economy because it tends to lead consumers to cut back on 

spending. 

3. Companies get hurt by inflation if their raw materials become too expensive since the added 

costs eat into their profits. 

4. As a result, businesses can cut investment. 

5. Economic conditions abroad and the response from foreign governments and other national 

central banks can also influence whether an economy can reach a Goldilocks state. 

6. If GDP grows too quickly and inflation creeps up too rapidly, the economy can overheat. In 

this atmosphere, asset prices can become overvalued 

Conclusion 

It can be challenging for central bankers and governments to engineer a Goldilocks economy since 

many factors need to come together for this economic state to exist. A multitude of factors 

determine whether an economy can reach such a stable state. 

Discuss the challenges facing the Indian Real Estate sector owing to the pandemic 

while analyzing the significance of the SWAMIH scheme to address the same. (250 

words) 
Reference:  Economic Times 
Why the question: 
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Recently, Nirmala Sitharaman handed over the first set of homes that were completed using capital 
provided by GoI’s Special Window for Affordable and Mid-Income Housing (SWAMIH) Investment 
Fund. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the challenges facing the Indian Real Estate sector owing to the pandemic while analyzing 
the significance of the SWAMIH scheme to address the same. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with some key data related to Real Estate sector in the country. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Discuss the challenges facing the real estate sector in India; Delayed projects, Funding issues, Failure 
of Non-Banking Financing Companies (NBFCs), woes of home owners etc. 
Then move on to explain the scheme proposed – SWAMIH; SWAMIH fund provides money to projects 
as a stand-alone entity, not to a builder. The structure of financing is self-compliant. Discuss its 
salient features. 
Conclusion: 
Thus, conclude that the SWAMIH fund provides us with an innovative financing structure that must 
be replicated across several capital-intensive industries. 
Introduction 

The impact of COVID-19 on the real estate market could be felt in halted constructions, reverse 

migration of labourers, reduced demand for houses, and much more. Developers had difficulty 

maintaining liquidity while the homebuyers lost the urge to purchase properties since the job 

market got hit badly. 

Body 

Challenges in real estate sector owing to pandemic 

1. The projects are delayed as everything is shut down due to the pandemic. Construction work 

is on halt and will be delayed for months. Even after the upliftment of lockdown, developers will 

take time to resume the construction work as most of the labourers are in their hometown. 

2. In addition to this, there’s also a demand and supply disruption as India is under complete 

lockdown to contain the spread of the highly contagious virus. In the present scenario, there’s 

uncertainty and people have deferred their plans to invest in real estate. Also, the developers have 

postponed their projects which were scheduled in March-April, leading to low home sales. 

3. According to experts, there will be no change in the prices and the prices will resume on the 

same level after the lockdown is uplifted. However, there can be an increase in the cost of raw 

materials as India imports steel and iron products, plastic, fibre, etc. from China. As most parts of the 

world are shut, the production in China is decreasing day by day which may lead to an increased 

cost. The increased cost of raw materials will reduce the profit margins for Indian developers. 

4. As per a report by ICRA, the retail commercial sector will be impacted as the country is 

under lockdown as announced by Prime Minister Modi to contain the spread of the virus. 

Swamih fund and its significance 
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1. This is a government backed fund that was set up as a Category-II AIF (Alternate Investment 

Fund) debt fund registered with SEBI, launched in 2019. 

2. SWAMIH Investment Fund was formed to complete construction of stalled, RERA-registered 

affordable and mid-income category housing projects which are stuck due to paucity of funds. 

3. The Investment Manager of the Fund is SBICAP Ventures, a wholly-owned subsidiary of SBI 

Capital Markets, which in turn is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the State Bank of India. 

4. There are more than 1,600 housing projects which are stalled. The fund is expected to revive 

the same. 

5. This will help in alleviating stress for homebuyers, real estate players as well as banks that 

have backed these projects. 

6. Revival of the real estate sector will also lead to demand of cement, iron & steel industries, 

thus also generating employment. 

7. The fund will also generate commercial return for its investors. 

8. The AIF is expected to pool investments from government-related and private investors, 

including public financial institutions, sovereign wealth funds, public and private banks, etc. 

Conclusion 

The real estate in India will be adversely affected due to the pandemic that has infected over 2 

million people globally. Developers have delayed their project launches, people are not investing in 

real estate due to uncertainty in the market, factories are shut down, construction work is halted as 

labourers have left for their hometown. Even after the upliftment of the lockdown, the real estate 

sector will take time to end the economic distress. 

What do you understand by Techno-nationalism?  Explain the factors that prevented 

India’s technological advancement in the past.  (250 words) 
Reference:  Business Standard. 
Why the question: 
Techno-nationalism is on the sharp rise where nation states are using their superiority in specific 
technologies to rise up the global hierarchy and dominate other nations. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the concept of Techno-nationalism and explain the factors that prevented India’s 
technological advancement in the past.  
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what you understand by Techno-Nationalism. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Techno-nationalism as oppose to Techno-globalisation; Techno-globalisation seeks the free flow of 
technologies and sharing of innovations in order to bring countries and individuals on a shared 
platform to solve social problems. Techno-nationalism sees nation states using their superiority in 
specific technologies rise up the global hierarchy and dominates other nations. 
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Discuss the current state of affairs with respect to global affairs. Discuss the context of India; India 
has targeted self-sufficiency and techno-nationalism, due to rising tensions with China. 
Explain the factors that prevented India’s technological advancement in the past. 
Conclusion: 
India should be more ambitious in develop cutting edge technologies to escape remaining a techno-
colony. 
Introduction 

Techno-nationalism is a new strain of mercantilist thinking that links technological innovation and 

capabilities directly to a nation’s national security, economic prosperity and social stability. The 

state, therefore, must intervene and guard against opportunistic or hostile state and non-state 

actors. Techno-nationalism seeks to attain competitive advantage for its stakeholders, both locally 

and globally, and leverage these advantages for geopolitical gain. 

Body 

Techno-nationalism 

1. Techno-nationalism is built on the premise that the world has entered a new era of systemic 

competition between the West’s increasingly short-sighted laissez faire model and China’s state-

centric capitalism. 

2. Differences in ideological values are helping to accelerate the adoption of competitive 

techno-nationalist policies. 

3. Democracies and dictatorships are looking to implement technology-enabled mechanisms 

that enforce and empower vastly different standards around data privacy, surveillance, censorship, 

transparency, digital money and intellectual property. 

4. The competing ideologies of Techno-nationalism, therefore, could fracture the international 

system in ways not seen since the rivalry between the U.S. and Russia during the Cold War. 

5. For instance, to counter Huawei’s dominant market position in wireless technology, 

Washington is exploring ways to fund Nokia and Ericsson, two of Huawei’s competitors, as well as 

looking at how to incentivize new strategic alliances involving Oracle and Cisco, two U.S. companies 

with operations in the radio frequency space. 

Factors that prevented India’s technological advancement in the past 

1. Colonial exploitation and the disempowerment of India’s wealth and resources. Human 

capital was not adequately honed. 

2. Post-Independence, there was an inward-looking economy till 1991, which prevented 

incoming technological exchange with other nations. 

3. High brain-drain in the country due to lack of specialisation and expertise in many sectors. 

4. High poverty and poor capacity of the economy that could not embed technology. 

5. Private players were not active until India went for LPG reforms. 

Way forward 
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1. It’s globalization’s counter swing. After years of rising global connectivity, the anti-

globalization blowback has manifested in the rise of techno-nationalism. This must be prevented by 

global cooperation. 

2. There is a need to further enhance interdependence. 

3. One must renew the emphasis on win-win collaboration while at the same time respecting 

security concerns. 

4. We should take control of technology and use technology to serve the best interests of 

humans and all countries – not close the door. 

Conclusion 

The logical way to prevent the Galapagos syndrome, therefore, will be to invest massively in public 

private partnerships around R&D, education and human capital development. This will allow 

policymakers to build upon the advantages of leading companies and institutions without hampering 

their ability to participate in global value chains. 

What is retrospective taxation? What has been the trend in India with respect to 

retrospective amendments of taxes? Explain. (250 words) 
Reference:  Indian Express 
Why the question: 
British oil company Cairn Energy Plc is suing Air India in New York to seize its assets to enforce the 
$1.2 billion arbitration award it won against the Indian government in a retrospective tax dispute. 
Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the concept of Retrospective taxation and the trends in India with respect to it. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what you understand by Retrospective taxation. 
Body: 
Retrospective taxation allows a country to pass a rule on taxing certain products, items or services 
and deals and charge companies from a time behind the date on which the law is passed. 
Countries use this route to correct any anomalies in their taxation policies that have, in the past, 
allowed companies to take advantage of such loopholes. While governments often use a 
retrospective amendment to taxation laws to “clarify” existing laws, it ends up hurting companies 
that had knowingly or unknowingly interpreted the tax rules differently. 
Apart from India, many countries including the US, the UK, the Netherlands, Canada, Belgium, 
Australia and Italy have retrospectively taxed companies, which had taken the benefit of loopholes in 
the previous law. 
Discuss in detail the trends in India. 
Conclusion: 
Suggest way forward and conclude. 
Introduction 

The issue is in context of Cairn energy dispute. India’s refusal to settle with Carin energy after their 

recent arbitration award has opened up a prospect of a private company having to legally seize 
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sovereign property globally, a course of action some of shareholders are starting to recommend. The 

cause of the problem is retrospective taxation which India brought in 2012, via its budget. 

Cairn Energy is suing Air India in New York to seize its assets to enforce the $1.2 billion arbitration 

award it won against the Indian government in a retrospective tax dispute. 

Body 

Retrospective Taxation 

As the name suggests, retrospective taxation allows a country to pass a rule on taxing certain 

products, items or services and deals and charge companies from a time behind the date on which 

the law is passed. 

1. Countries use this route to correct any anomalies in their taxation policies that have, in the 

past, allowed companies to take advantage of such loopholes. 

2. While governments often use a retrospective amendment to taxation laws to “clarify” 

existing laws, it ends up hurting companies that had knowingly or unknowingly interpreted the tax 

rules differently. 

Amendments in respect of retrospective taxation 

1. Till date one of the major and most controversial retrospective amendment carried out was 

bringing indirect transfer under tax bracket by Finance Act 2012. 

2. Supreme Court in the case of Vodafone held that Section 9 does not authorize tax 

authorities to tax capital gains derived from indirect transfer of shares of Indian company while the 

main transaction was between two foreign companies to acquire a foreign company which had 

majority shares in Indian company. 

3. It may be noted that quantum of transaction and tax foregone by tax department due to this 

Supreme Court ruling was huge. 

4. Therefore, Government of India (Ministry of Finance) amended Section 9 of Income-tax Act, 

1961 vide Finance Act 2012 and provided that shares or interest in any foreign company/entity 

shall be deemed to be situated in India if such shares or interest derives its substantial value from 

assets located in India. 

5. Any capital gain from transfer of such shares or interest in foreign company deriving its 

substantial value from assets located in India was brought under tax levy. 

6. Government did not stop at this amendment of new levy but made it effective retrospective 

from 1962. 

7. This would mean Vodafone case where entire transactions were already carried out and 

ruling was also pronounced by Supreme Court could be brought to tax with this retrospective 

amendment. 

Issues with Retrospective taxation 

1. Parthasarathi Shome panel had suggested that retrospective amendment of tax laws should 

occur in exceptional or rarest of rare cases and with particular objectives and apply to matters that 

are “genuinely clarificatory” in nature. 
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2. Such taxation policy creation policy instability leading to reduced investments. 

3. It deteriorates the confidence of business investors in India, thereby reducing capital inflows 

into the country. 

4. Not only time but huge number of resources are spent on costly litigations and arbitrations 

abroad. It does not bode well for investor sentiments and acts as a disincentive for prospective 

investors. 

5. When India promised no longer “tax terror”, such policies go against the very fabric of stated 

objectives. 

6. Possibility of seizing sovereign property can lead to big humiliation for India. 

Way Forward 

1. An investment-friendly business environment would increase economic activity and help 

raise more revenue over time for the government. 

2. It is to be hoped that tax officials’ desire to deny their defeat and to try and hang on to 

legally untenable revenue finds an unsympathetic hearing from politicians in the finance ministry. 

3. India needs to craft meaningful and clear dispute resolution mechanisms in cross-border 

transactions to prevent the disputes from going to international courts, and save the cost and time 

expenditure. 

4. Improving the arbitration ecosystem will have a positive impact on the ease of doing 

business. 

Private Cryptocurrencies are best treated as risky investment assets rather than actual 

currencies in the age of renewed inflation fears. Analyse. (250 words) 
Reference:  Live Mint 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the theme of private Cryptocurrencies and issues related therein. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the nuances of private Cryptocurrencies and discuss the risks associated. 
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what Cryptocurrencies are. 
Body: 
Age of Cryptocurrencies dawned in 2008, the aftermath of global financial meltdown and loss of trust 
in fiat currencies. Satoshi Nakamoto gave a new peer-to-peer payments system that would bypass 
the traditional financial system. 
Discuss in detail the drawbacks of using cryptocurrency as a currency; Inability to generate liquidity 
during payments crisis, Immense volatility in prices, Inflationary pressures etc. 
Explain the potential Significance of Cryptocurrencies. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 
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The age of cryptocurrencies dawned in 2008. In October that year, Satoshi Nakamoto wrote his 

famous proposal for a new form of peer-to-peer payments that would bypass the traditional 

financial system: Bitcoin. The use of blockchain technology for a payment system is without doubt 

one of the most exciting new developments in finance. 

Body 

Background 

1. Cryptocurrencies are better suited to be investment assets, though they are susceptible to 

roller-coaster rides, since there is no way, the supply can adjust to swings in demand. We have seen 

a lot of this in recent months. 

2. The antics of Dogecoin are only the starkest example. 

3. Private cryptocurrencies should ideally be treated as risky investment assets rather than 

currencies, even as central banks begin work on using blockchain to issue a new form of sovereign 

money. 

4. Many cryptocurrency enthusiasts see them as protection against the high inflation that 

central banks tend to unleash on the world. 

Private cryptocurrencies: Risky investment assets 

1. The idea of a private, frictionless payment system with 2.6 billion active users may sound 

attractive. 

2. But as every banker and monetary policymaker knows, payment systems require a level of 

liquidity backstopping that no private entity can provide. 

3. Unlike states, private parties must operate within their means and cannot unilaterally 

impose financial obligations on others as needed. That means they cannot rescue themselves. 

4. They must be bailed out by states, or be permitted to fail. 

5. The immense volatility in cryptocurrency prices makes them poorly suited to be either a 

medium of exchange or a unit of account, especially for the long-term contracts that underpin the 

modern economy. 

6. A volatile asset can be used to buy a pizza, but is hardly useful when it comes to 

employment or supply chain contracts that firms sign over the years. 

7. Recent years have seen attention focused on ‘stablecoins’ such as Facebook’s Libra (called 

Diem now). 

8. These are backed by either sovereign currencies such as the dollar or physical assets such as 

gold, and are designed to be used for payments in the traditional financial system as well. 

Conclusion 

Cryptocurrency prices have soared during a decade when much of the world was battling deflation 

rather than inflation. In case the recent inflationary momentum picks up, it will be worth seeing 

which way cryptocurrency prices move. But ultimately, they are not considered stable to be widely 

accepted as means of payment or investment at this point, especially considering how the trajectory 

of bitcoin has been. 
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India’s economic recovery post pandemic seems to be K shaped. In this context, 

Discuss and suggest some policies needed for higher growth and a reduction in 

inequalities. (250 words) 
Reference:  Indian Express 
Why the question: 
The second wave of the pandemic is receding although it continues to have a significant adverse 
impact on lives, livelihoods and the economy. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Suggest some policies needed for higher growth and a reduction in inequalities. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with brief background of the current covid-19 situation. 
Body: 
The country has to address the issue of rising inequalities for achieving higher sustainable growth 
and the well-being of a larger population. Inequalities were increasing earlier also, but the first and 
second waves of the pandemic have widened them further. The State of Working in India 2021 report 
of the Azim Premji University revealed that both poverty and inequality increased during the first 
wave. 
Suggest some policies needed for higher growth and a reduction in inequalities- aggressive 
vaccination programme, improving the healthcare facilities in both rural and urban areas, create 
universal healthcare facilities for all etc. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way ahead. 
Introduction 

The impact of the pandemic on the economy is expected to be lower this time as the lockdown is 

less stringent. However, one difference between the first wave and second wave is that the latter is 

spreading to rural areas also. It is known that rural areas have poor health infrastructure. Similar to 

the first wave, inequalities are also increasing during the second wave. Thus, India has to address 

both growth and inequality issues. 

Body 

Background: India’s K shaped economic recovery 

1. The recovery seemed to be K-shaped during the first wave. The share of wages declined as 

compared to that of profits. 

2. A large part of the corporate sector could manage the pandemic with many listed companies 

recording higher profits. 

3. On the other hand, the informal workers including daily wage labourers, migrants, MSMEs 

etc. suffered a lot with loss of incomes and employment. 

4. The recovery post the second wave is also likely to be K-shaped with rising inequalities. 

5. The overall GDP growth would be less than the earlier expectations — the GDP growth in 

2021-22 is expected to be around 8 per cent. 
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6. The level of real GDP in 2019-20 was Rs 145.7 lakh crore. At the end of 2021-22, the level of 

GDP may be the same or lower than that in 2019-20. 

7. In other words, India would have zero per cent or negative growth over the two-year period 

FY20 to FY22. 

8. This is on top of the continuous slowdown of the economy during the eight quarters 

preceding the pandemic. 

9. India may become a $5-trillion economy only in 2026-27 or beyond with the assumption of 

12 per cent nominal growth in the next few years. 

10. In other words, much more effort is required to compensate for the lost growth and put the 

economy on a higher growth path. 

Policy measures for higher growth and reducing inequality 

The government should have a three-pronged approach. 

1. First, an aggressive vaccination programme and improving the healthcare facilities in both 

rural and urban areas is needed. 

2. Reducing the health crisis can lead to an economic revival. Vaccine inequality between 

urban and rural areas has to be reduced. 

3. As rural areas have poor health infrastructure, more efforts are needed to reach the rural 

areas for vaccination. 

4. The crisis can be used as an opportunity to create universal healthcare facilities for all, 

particularly rural areas. Other states can learn from Kerala on building health infrastructure. 

5. Second, the budget offered some good announcements relating to capital investment in 

infrastructure. 

6. The Development Financial Institution (DFI) for funding long-term infrastructure projects is 

being established. 

7. A boost to infrastructure investment, including in rural areas, can lift the economy out of the 

Covid-19 induced slowdown. 

8. Third, there is a need for safety nets including cash transfers. The informal workers and 

other vulnerable sections including MSMEs have been dealt back-to-back blows in the last 13 

months due to the first and second waves. 

9. A majority of workers have experienced a loss of earnings. Therefore, apart from its focus on 

infrastructure, the government has to provide safety nets in the form of free food grains for six 

more months, expand work offered under MGNREGA in both rural and urban areas and undertake 

a cash transfer to provide minimum basic income. 

Conclusion 

Monetary policy is already very accommodative and there are limits to more accommodation. In the 

near term, fiscal policy has to play a more important role in achieving the objectives of growth, jobs 

and equity by expanding the fiscal space by restructuring expenditure, widening the tax base and 

increasing non-tax revenue. 
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“Improving lives of poorest must be the measure of India’s progress, rather than ease 

of doing business for global investors”. Comment. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article explains how improving lives of poorest must be the measure of India’s progress, rather 
than ease of doing business for global investors. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail with suitable justifications as to how improving lives of poorest must be the measure 
of India’s progress, rather than ease of doing business for global investors. 
Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with some data related to the context of the question. 
Body: 
Explain that economic policies must be radically changed to make life easier for migrant labour than 
for migrant capital. The ease of living of India’s poorest people must be the principal measure of 
India’s progress, rather than the ease of doing business for international investors. 
India must build public health and education systems ground up, in preference to world class 
universities and world-class tertiary care hospitals. 
Policies must support the informal sector, and nurture small enterprises across the country that 
generates more employment with less capital investment. 
Suggest solutions. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

It should be a matter of great concern to policymakers that 75 years after India’s independence, 

many millions of its citizens’ lives are so fragile, and that the country must depend so much on other 

countries for basic needs. To be ‘atmanirbhar’ (self-reliant) is a good thing. India must become more 

self-reliant, not less. 

Body 

Issues in India’s economic policies 

1. Two eminent trade economists, Jagdish Bhagwati and Arvind Panagariya, insisted that India 

must grow its GDP faster, for which it must open its trade further and reduce regulations for 

investors. 

2. With this ideology, the private sector was promoted as the solution for public services also. 

3. The poor were compelled to turn to it at great cost, often driven into penury when health 

crises struck, because India did not have a universal social safety net — a very ‘socialist’ idea, 

untenable in the “minimum government” paradigm of the Washington Consensus. 

4. Life for those on lower rungs of the economic ladder became even harder when good jobs, 

with adequate wages and security, became harder to come by with policies to promote ‘flexibility’ in 

labour markets to improve ease of doing business. 

Improving lives of the poor rather than global business groups 
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1. India must reform its economic policies and strengthen its institutions to improve the ease 

of living of its citizens, especially the poorer ones. 

2. Their numbers have increased by several millions during the Covid crisis, according to 

economists, when millions, who were clinging onto some jobs and incomes without any social 

security before the crisis, fell again. 

3. When Covid shook up the world in 2020, it became starkly clear that the world cannot carry 

on with the economic policy frameworks that have prevailed with the Washington Consensus. 

4. Economic policies must be radically changed to make life easier for migrant labour than for 

migrant capital. 

5. The ease of living of India’s poorest people must be the principal measure of India’s 

progress, rather than the ease of doing business for international investors. 

6. India must build public health and education systems ground up, in preference to world class 

universities and world-class tertiary care hospitals. 

7. Large factories plugged into global supply chains will not contribute much to the type of 

growth India needs post-Covid. 

8. Policies must support the informal sector, and nurture small enterprises across the country 

that generate more employment with less capital investment. 

Conclusion 

While the Covid virus recognised no national boundaries, it has forced nations to pull up their 

drawbridges against movement across their borders. As nations try to save their own citizens from 

the virus’ wrath, they are fighting each other even for vaccines and medicines. Such situations do not 

bode well for any nation as seen by various waves continuing in one country or another. Global 

cooperation and welfarist model is the need of the hour. 

Explain the concept of circular economy. Giving examples, discuss its utility in India. 

(250 words) 
Reference:  Business Standard  
Why the question: 
The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) has formulated a policy paper titled 
“Circular Economy in Electronics and Electrical Sector”. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the concept of circular economy. Giving examples, discuss its utility in India. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Circular economy is a concept describing an industrial economy, which produces no wastes and no 
emissions through its design, considering all the phases of the life cycle of products. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Discuss the concept in detail – CE is an industrial system, which is an alternative to highly extractive 
and resource-intensive linear economy principle of take-make-dispose. 
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CE replaces the end-of-life concept and aims at retaining value of resources, products and materials 
at their highest by keeping them in use as long as possible, minimizing wastage at each life-cycle 
stage, and extracting the maximum value through reusing, repairing, recovering, remanufacturing 
and regenerating products and materials at the end of each service value. 
Explain the opportunities provided by the CE. Discuss the status of CE in EEE in India. Need for CE 
approach in India. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance. 
Introduction 

The circular economy is a model of production and consumption, which involves sharing, leasing, 

reusing, repairing, refurbishing and recycling existing materials and products as long as possible. In 

this way, the life cycle of products is extended. 

Body 

This is a departure from the traditional, linear economic model, which is based on a take-make-

consume-throw away pattern. It relies on large quantities of cheap, easily accessible materials and 

energy. 

 

Principles of circular economy 

The following ‘5R’ principles lies at the heart of achieving circularity in any product, process or 

service: 

1. Reduce: The emphasis is on achieving resource efficiency by prioritizing use of regenerative 

and restorative resources. 

2. Reuse: This encompasses two aspects – first is to reuse the useful parts / components of a 

product, wherever possible and second is to promote greater use of product-as-a-service through 

sharing platforms. 

3. Recycle: Focus is on creating a closed loop system to utilize discarded material as a source of 

secondary resource, through extensive recycling. 

4. Re-manufacture: To create new products by utilizing waste streams through cooperation 

and collaboration between multi-sector industry actors. 
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5. Repair/refurbish: The aim is to preserve and extend the life of a product that is already 

made by designing for the future 

Need for circular economy in India 

1. Rise in consumerism: The robust economic growth coupled with rising household incomes 

have resulted in increased consumer spending, which is expected to reach USD 4 trillion by 2025. 

The rise in consumerism has led to more frequent replacement of assets on account of increased 

spending power and economies of scale. 

2. High resource demand: Increased domestic resource extraction due to urbanisation exerts 

increasing pressure on natural resources such as land, forest, air and water. At the current rate of 

growth of the economy, India’s resource requirements are projected to be nearly 15 billion tonnes 

by 2030. Therefore, an urgent need for decoupling economic growth from resources, which can be 

achieved through a circular economy approach. 

3. Import dependence: India’s dependence on the international market for accessing critical 

resources like rare earth minerals etc. due to shrinking reserves, technical constraints etc. 

4. Waste creation: The traditional linear economy approach results in massive waste 

generation at all stages of a product life cycle right from resource extraction, processing, value 

addition, consumption to end of life stage. 

Way forward 

1. Need for Legislation to promote the circular economy in the country. Several countries have 

recognised the centrality of the circularity as the new paradigm for sustainable development. 

2. Policies like Zero Effect, Zero Defect in manufacturing stage, National Electricity Mobility 

Mission Plan in consumption stage, and the various Waste Management Rules in disposal stage, if 

tweaked properly, can be the ideal for integrating circular economy into the fabric of the Indian 

economy. 

3. Ensuring the transition to circular economy call for extensive collaborative efforts between 

key stakeholders, including regulators, policy makers, corporates, and financial institutions would 

need to work to adopt circular business models. 

4. Adequate financing needed for realization of these newer opportunities through innovative 

financing instruments, such as green bonds, municipal bonds, SDG-aligned bonds.   

Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their 

effects on industrial growth. Science and Technology- developments and their 

applications and effects in everyday life. 

With such rapid innovations in the industry, the future of crypto globally as well as in 

India is bright and will create opportunities for Indian entrepreneurs to enter the 

space and provide new job opportunities that will directly benefit the economy at 

large. Elucidate. (250 words) 
Reference:  Live Mint 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the theme of future of cryptocurrency. 
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Key Demand of the question: 
One is expected to discuss the positives of the cryptocurrency and the advantages of it. 
Directive: 
Elucidate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what Cryptocurrencies are. 
Body: 
The future of cryptocurrency is bright as a lot of developments have led to the growth of the 
cryptocurrency industry. Big banks, companies, and institutional investors such as JP Morgan, 
MicroStrategy, Tesla, and PayPal have entered the space. There are over 9,000 Cryptocurrencies in 
existence today. 
Emerging cryptocurrency regulations by governments across the world, formalizing the industry, 
lowering risks associated with crypto investments. 
There is increasing adoption as governments across the world have started regulating the 
cryptocurrency industry and India too is embracing regulations in the crypto space. 
Conclusion: 
Suggest challenges if any, conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies in which encryption techniques are used to regulate the 

generation of units of currency and verify the transfer of funds, operating independently of a central 

bank. It is based on the blockchain technology. 

Tesla’s decision to invest in bitcoin and accept it as payment for its electronic vehicles significantly 

boosted investor interest and saw the global cryptocurrency market increase by over $150 billion in 

just one day. 

Body 

About cryptocurrencies 

1. The age of cryptocurrencies dawned in 2008. In October that year, Satoshi Nakamoto wrote 

his famous proposal for a new form of peer-to-peer payments that would bypass the traditional 

financial system: Bitcoin. 

2. The use of blockchain technology for a payment system is without doubt one of the most 

exciting new developments in finance. 

3. Crypto entrepreneurs believe continued global adoption makes a strong case for acceptance 

in the country, where the Indian blockchain ecosystem could become a burgeoning focal point for 

innovation in decentralized finance, driven by some of the key projects already established in this 

rapidly expanding space. 

Potential of cryptocurrencies 

1. As per the research data of CREBACO, the crypto industry is huge in India already with a 

potential market size of 15 Billion USD, over 10 million active users, and 5 major exchanges are 

already in operation for a few years. 
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2. The industry has the potential to generate tax revenue for thousands of crores, generate 

employment opportunities for over 25,000 young and educated professionals, bring foreign direct 

investments in the country, and provide a livelihood to lakhs of crypto traders, majorly young in age. 

3. The industry is currently fragmented and lacks a strong representative body to engage in a 

dialogue with the Government. 

4. Most of the players working in the crypto ecosystem today are Indian start-ups, which have 

been created by young skilled Indian entrepreneurs. The products developed in India treat crypto as 

an asset rather than a parallel currency. 

5. India is strategically positioned between China and the US Economy and can have a great 

opportunity if capitalized in the right manner. 

Challenges with Crypto currencies 

1. Cryptocurrencies are a poor unit of account, as demonstrated by their frequent and high 

fluctuation in value. 

2. They pose several risks, including anti-money laundering and terrorism financing concerns 

(AML/CFT) for the state and liquidity, credit, and operational risks for users. 

3. On the perspective of consumers, issues linked to cryptocurrencies are heightened by the 

striking paucity of information on their design, use and operation and indications of market 

manipulation. 

4. It is possible that the business models of commercial banks may be seriously disrupted. 

Conclusion 

No doubt, there are many challenges ahead. However, with Indian projects now so prominent in the 

global ecosystem, and cryptocurrency startups and entrepreneurs establishing a campaign to lobby 

for greater recognition of the potential that the digital asset space can bring to the country, there is 

good reason to believe that India will still be at the forefront of blockchain innovation in the years to 

come. 

Inclusive growth and issues arising from it. 

Examine the critical role played by tertiary sector in realizing inclusive and sustainable 

growth of India. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article highlights the role played by the tertiary sector amidst the current testing times of the 
pandemic.   
Key Demand of the question: 
Examine the critical role played by tertiary sector in realizing inclusive and sustainable growth of 
India. 
Directive: 
Examine – When asked to ‘Examine’, we must look into the topic (content words) in detail, inspect it, 
investigate it and establish the key facts and issues related to the topic in question. While doing so 
we should explain why these facts and issues are important and their implications. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
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Start with brief background of the context of the question. 
Body: 
Explain that the IT industry in India has played a critical role in helping it deal with the Covid-19 crisis. 
Had it not been for digital platforms, (hundreds were created overnight by both large and small 
Indian IT companies), school and college students would not have been able to attend classes and 
continue with their education. 
Also discuss that People would have been paralyzed during lockdowns, unable to make online 
payments and money transfers securely and order food, medicines and other essentials without 
stepping out of their homes. Most importantly, professionals would not have been able to Work From 
Home (WfH), help their organisations remain operational and prevent India’s economy from going 
into a tailspin. 
Explain how it all contributed to inclusive and sustainable growth of India. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with significance. 
Introduction 

Ushering in a “new normal”, the pandemic has brought into stark relief all the challenges that have 

beset the 21st century — problems arising out of climate change, globalisation, rampant 

urbanisation, and the scourge of the “divides”. 

Body 

Tertiary sector to the rescue 

1. The IT industry in India has played a critical role in helping it deal with the Covid-19 crisis. 

2. Had it not been for digital platforms, (hundreds were created overnight by both large and 

small Indian IT companies), school and college students would not have been able to attend classes 

and continue with their education. 

3. People would have been paralysed during lockdowns, unable to make online payments and 

money transfers securely and order food, medicines and other essentials without stepping out of 

their homes. 

4. Most importantly, professionals would not have been able to Work From Home (WfH), help 

their organisations remain operational and prevent India’s economy from going into a tailspin. 

5. Clearly, WfH — riding on and made possible by digital technologies as well as a rethink and 

regulatory relaxation by the Ministry of Telecommunications and IT (which liberalised connectivity to 

the home) — is a life saver. 

6. At this time, WfH seems timely, transformational and futuristic. It is enabling us to get 

integrated into what is expected to be the new world of work. 

7. Work is coming to where the employees are. While in the Industrial era, the hand had to 

move to where the machine was, in this Century of the Mind, the work is travelling to where the 

mind is. This is sustainable, less taxing on environment and ‘green’ while people still earn their living. 

8. During the Covid-19 pandemic, as organisations have shut down their physical facilities, 

employees have done their work from the comfort of their homes. 

9. Many, living in large metros, have chosen to walk away from their caged city existence to 

their homes in Tier 2 and 3 townships and even the hinterland, where they are enjoying a superior 

quality of life. 
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10. In this way, software companies were liberated and established themselves in smaller cities 

with affordable infrastructure, lower cost of living for employees and ready access to a pool of talent 

at competitive prices. 

11. Yet another overriding benefit of WfH, is that it is taking the pressure off urban centres. 

 Conclusion 

Such de-urbanisation could well be a precursor to a bigger, more orchestrated move of people not 

just to the Tier 2s and 3s, but India’s villages themselves. This way tertiary sector is contributing to 

green GDP, lowering emissions and energy usage. 

Major crops cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of 

irrigation and irrigation systems storage, transport and marketing of agricultural 

produce and issues and related constraints; e-technology in the aid of farmers 

There is increasing burden of cancers, issue of food toxicity triggered by a heavy dose 

of chemicals and pesticides in vegetables.in this context discuss the  significance of 

promotion of organic fertilizers for betterment of agriculture in India (250 words) 
Reference:  The Wire 
Why the question: 
The article presents to us in what way Andhra Pradesh’s Natural Farming Model Could Scale Up 
Sustainable Agriculture in India. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the significance of promotion of organic fertilizers for betterment of agriculture in India. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with some data proving the ill effects of chemical fertilizers and their usage in agriculture. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Explain the issues associated with non-organic fertilizers/inputs mainly the chemical part. 
Discuss the impact of it and then highlight the significance of organic practices. 
Evidence shows that moving towards sustainable practices will conserve natural resources, reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, and potentially reduce cost of production and climate-related risks for 
farmers. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide and diet is thought to play a substantial role in cancer 

etiology. The salutatory and detrimental effects of different foods, food components, and food 

contaminants have been widely studied in the laboratory and in epidemiologic studies. There is 

increasing awareness on organic food produce and organic agriculture that does not use heavy 

chemical fertilisers and pesticides, usually containing carcinogens. 

Body 
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Issues associated with non-organic fertilizers/inputs 

1. Pesticides allow disease resistance to build up in plants, weeds, plant-eating-insects, fungi, 

and bacteria. 

2. Pesticides and chemicals sprayed on plants contaminate the soil, water supply, and air. 

Sometimes these harmful pesticides stick around for decades (maybe longer). 

3. Synthetic chemicals also discourage smart farming practices such as cover crops and crop 

rotation, which in turn, may cause other harmful environmental problems like erosion. 

4. Algal blooms: While there is more than one cause of algal blooms, a primary human-based 

cause of algae blooms is runoff from the petroleum-based fertilizers often used in conventional 

farming. 

5. Scientific studies of the potential health effects of hazardous chemicals, such as pesticides, 

allow them to be classified as carcinogenic (can cause cancer), neurotoxic (can cause damage to the 

brain), or teratogenic (can cause damage to a fetus). 

Significance of organic inputs 

1. Evidence shows that moving towards sustainable practices will conserve natural resources, 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, potentially reduce cost of production and climate-related risks for 

farmers. 

2. In line with these ideas, the prime minister himself has urged farmers to reduce the use of 

chemical fertilisers and pesticides, and also remarked on the use of ‘zero budget natural farming’ 

for soil conservation. 

3. Not only does organic farming build healthy soil, but it helps combat serious soil and land 

issues, such as erosion. 

4. Organic farming also helps conserve water. Organic farmers, in general, tend to spend time 

amending soil correctly and using mulch – both of which help conserve water. 

1. Eg: Cotton, an in-demand crop, requires a lot of irrigation and excess water when grown 

conventionally. However, organic cotton farming needs less irrigation and thus conserves water. 

5. Organic farming not only helps preserve more natural habitat areas but also encourages 

birds and other natural predators to live happily on farmland, which assists in natural pest control. 

6. In general, the more biodiversity there is on a farm, the more stable the farm is. Organic 

farming encourages healthy biodiversity, which plays a critical role in how resilient, or not, a farm is 

to issues like bad weather, disease, and pests. 

Government measures in this regard 

1. Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana, launched in 2015 is an elaborated component of Soil 

Health Management (SHM) of major project National Mission of Sustainable Agriculture (NMSA). 

Under PKVY, Organic farming is promoted through adoption of organic villages by cluster approach 

and Participatory Guarantee System (PGS) certification. 

2. Participatory Guarantee System (PGS): PGS is a process of certifying organic products, 

which ensures that their production takes place in accordance with laid-down quality standards. PGS 
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Green is given to chemical free produce under transition to ‘organic’ which takes 3 years. It is mainly 

for domestic purpose. 

3. National Program for Organic Production (NPOP): NPOP grants organic farming certification 

through a process of third-party certification for export purposes. 

4. Soil Health Card Scheme has led to a decline of 8-10% in the use of chemical fertilizers and 

also raised productivity by 5-6%. 

Conclusion 

Natural farming is not a new concept in India, with farmers having tilled their land without the use of 

chemicals – largely relying on organic residues, cow dung, composts, etc. since time immemorial. 

This is also in sync with the Sustainable Development Goal 2 targeting ‘end hunger, achieve food 

security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture’. 

Why farmers today need to take up precision farming? Discuss the associated 

prospects in bringing modern agricultural revolution. (250 words) 

Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article brings to us the importance of Precision farming in bringing revolution to Indian 
agriculture. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Account for the importance of Precision farming methods for Indian farmers and the prospects 
associated with it. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with definition of Precision farming. 
Body: 
Precision farming is an approach where inputs are utilized in precise amounts to get increased 
average yields, compared to traditional cultivation techniques. In India, one major problem is the 
small field size. More than 58 per cent of operational holdings in the country have size less than one 
hectare (ha) 
Precision agriculture is the practice of maximizing profitability and crop yields by using precise inputs 
in farming practices. With the help of precision agriculture equipment and technology, this practice 
can boost the efficiency, sustainability, and profitability of farmlands. 
For India to double its farmer incomes there is an immediate need for the agricultural sector to adopt 
leading-edge digital and precision agriculture technologies to improve farm productivity and 
democratize access to market information for all farmers. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with efforts of the government in this direction. 
Introduction 

Precision farming is an approach where inputs are utilised in precise amounts to get increased 

average yields, compared to traditional cultivation techniques. An information and technology-based 

farm management system identifies, analyses and manages variability in fields by conducting crop 

production practices at the right place and time and in the right way, for optimum profitability, 

sustainability and protection of the land resource. 
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Body 

Need for Precision farming and associated aspects in bringing modern agri-revolution 

1. Precision farming enables climate-smart agri-business: Precision agriculture enables 

climate-smart farming with right amount of inputs while ensuring the land remains fertile. 

2. Drip Irrigation: In addition to its advantages over other types of irrigation for improving 

yields, drip irrigation is the best delivery system for soluble fertilisers. It also drastically reduces the 

propagation of weeds and the need for herbicides. 

3. Soil and crop monitoring: Early detection and correction of soil and crop deficiencies is a 

win-win proposition for both farmers and off-takers. It helps in pest management and remove 

weeds detrimental to crops. 

4. Forecasting: Advanced models of forecasting is needed using supercomputers such 

as Pratyush and Mihir, so that farmers can sow seeds at the right time and harvest at the right time. 

5. Technologies include a vast array of tools of hardware, software and equipment such as 

Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS), Geographic 

information systems (GIS), Remote sensing, Variable Rate Applicator and Combine harvesters with 

yield monitors. 

Significance of precision farming 

1. To increase agriculture productivity 

2. Prevents soil degradation 

3. Reduction of chemical application in crop production 

4. Efficient use of water resources 

5. Dissemination of modern farm practices to improve quality, quantity and reduced cost of 

production 

6. Developing favourable attitudes 

7. Precision farming changing the socio-economic status of farmers 

Challenges 

1. High cost: In India, one major problem is the small field size. More than 58 per cent of 

operational holdings in the country have size less than one hectare (ha). And majority are small 

farmers who do subsistence farming. 

2. Lack of technical expertise knowledge and technology: Traditional approaches are used by 

farmers who are not technology oriented. 

3. Not applicable or difficult/costly for small land holdings: It is uneconomical in case of small 

holdings. 

4. Heterogeneity of cropping systems and market imperfections are detrimental to precision 

farming. 

Way forward: The policy approach to promote precision farming at farm level  
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1. Identify the niche areas for the promotion of crop specific precision farming 

2. Creation of multidisciplinary teams involving agricultural scientists in various fields, 

engineers, manufacturers and economists to study the overall scope of precision agriculture 

3. Provide complete technical backup support to the farmers to develop pilots or models, 

which can be replicated on a large scale 

4. Pilot study should be conducted on farmers’ fields to show the results of precision 

agriculture implementation 

5. Creating awareness among farmers about consequences of applying imbalanced doses of 

farm inputs like irrigation, fertilisers, insecticides and pesticides. 

Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices; 

Public Distribution System- objectives, functioning, limitations, revamping; issues 

of buffer stocks and food security; Technology missions; economics of animal-

rearing. 

How has the pandemic changed the dynamics of the Dairy Industry? Discuss and 

suggest ways for holistic development  of this sector in India. (250 words) 
Reference:  Indian Express 
Why the question: 
Dairy industry’s business operations were hit hard as the industry had to navigate the negative 
effects of the pandemic on logistics, an abrupt change in demand consequently impacting the supply. 
Thus the context. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the impact of the pandemic on the dairy sector and suggest ways for its holistic 
improvements. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with key facts supporting the context of the question. 
Body: 
Like other food and agriculture sectors in India, the dairy industry has been impacted by the Covid-19 
pandemic. Due to the pandemic, existing trends like the transition from the informal to the formal 
market and sector consolidation have gained momentum. 
List down the issues in detail. 
Explain that consumers’ increased focus on quality and food safety and the growing need to develop 
a sustainable supply chain will force dairy companies to carry out multiple activities at a faster pace. 
This will include a push toward integration and shifting product mix in favor of consumer retail 
products (versus basic dairy products), while also increasing engagement with farmers to source 
superior quality milk. This will, in turn, help farmers access the necessary inputs and services to 
increase their productivity and income sustainably. 
Conclusion: 
Suggest solutions, hint at the policies proposed by the govt. in this direction and conclude. 
Introduction 
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The second wave of pandemic has thrown the milk producers from the frying pan to fire. Unlike 

sugarcane, wheat, and rice-producing farmers, cattle raisers are unorganised and do not have the 

political clout to advocate for their rights. Though the value of milk produced outweighs the 

combined value of the output of wheat and rice in India, there is no official and periodical estimate 

of the cost of production and Minimum Support Price for milk. 

Body 

India’s Dairy Sector 

1. In the farm-dependent population comprising cultivators and agricultural labourers, those 

involved in dairying and livestock constitute 70 million. 

2. Moreover, in the total workforce of7 million engaged exclusively in raising of cattle and 

buffalo, 69 per cent of them are female workers, which is 5.72 per cent of the total female 

workforce in the country, of which 93 per cent live in rural areas. 

3. In the Gross Value Added (GVA) from agriculture, the livestock sector contributed 28 per 

cent in 2019-20. 

4. A growth rate of 6 per cent per annum in milk production provides a great support to 

farmers, especially during drought and flood. 

Changing dynamics of dairy sector due to pandemic 

1. Even though dairy cooperatives handle about 40 per cent of the total marketable surplus of 

the milk in the country, they are not a preferred option of landless or small farmers. 

2. This is because, on average, fat-based pricing in dairy cooperatives is 20 to 30 per cent 

less than the price in the open market. 

3. For instance, buffalo milk fetches Rs 65/kg in the open market in Jaipur city, while the price 

in dairy cooperative ranges between Rs 35/kg and 55/kg depending on the fat content of the milk. 

4. More than 75 per cent of the milk bought by dairy cooperatives is at its lower price band. 

5. Moreover, in the early lactation phase (the most productive period in terms of quantity of 

milk) fat content in the milk is relatively low and farmers often manage their livelihood by selling 

the milk in the open market at a higher price during the early cycle of lactation. 

6. Milk vendors and individual buyers pay by quantity and not by its fat content. 

7. The recent crisis of low milk prices is due to the destruction of demand in the hotel, 

restaurant and catering sectors, which consume about 25% of the total marketable surplus. 

8. During the pandemic, there has been a self-imposed ban on door-to-door sale of liquid 

milk by households both in urban and rural areas, forcing farmers to sell the entire produce to dairy 

cooperatives at a much lower price. 

9. The closure of shops had cut down the demand for milk and milk products while severe 

shortage of fodder and cattle feed has pushed up the input cost. 

10. Further, private veterinary services have almost stopped due to Covid-19, which has led to 

the death of milch animals. 

Ways for holistic development of dairy sector 
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1. Dairy farmers need the following to continue their vocation: 

1. One, a stable market and remunerative price (ignoring fat content or giving more weightage 

to the quantity of milk) for liquid milk; 

2. two, uninterrupted supply of fodder and cattle feed at a reasonable price; 

3. three, regular supply of veterinary services and medicines. 

2. The government has launched the FMD vaccination programme and 1.5 crore cows and 

buffaloes have been vaccinated. 

0. Once India is declared free of FMD by the Paris based intergovernmental World 

Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), Indian dairy and meat exports will not face 

non-tariff barriers. 

1. This can open up export markets for Indian dairy and meat. 

3. In 2019-20, India earned just $86.73 million from the export of dairy products. In the next 5-

10 years, if India can get FMD free status, several products like buffalo mozzarella cheese, ghee etc. 

can be exported to the US and the European Union. 

4. There is a large scope of attracting private investment in the milk sector. For that, the 

government should release data on existing capacity in each district of India. 

5. Once schools reopen, states must consider providing milk and eggs to students under the 

mid-day meal scheme so that locally produced and unadulterated food is made available to children 

of the poor, who form the majority of students in government schools. 

Conclusion 

To increase milk production, boost exports, and increase employment by promoting MSMEs and 

private companies through participation in processing and value addition in the animal husbandry 

sector, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced an Animal Husbandry Infrastructure 

Development Fund of ₹15,000 crore. This will help strengthen the dairy sector. 

Why does India have to import edible oils? What is the burden of importing edible oils 

on the government’s exchequer? What can we do to boost the domestic production 

of edible oils? Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference:  Indian Express. 
Why the question: 
The article explains that the edible oil prices have risen sharply in recent months. It provides for a 
look at the reasons, and the options before the government for price control. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss why India needs to import edible oils, discuss its burden to the exchequer and what needs to 
be done to make India self-reliant in edible oils. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
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Start with some key facts related to the context of the question such as – The prices of six edible oils 
— groundnut oil, mustard oil, vanaspati, soya oil, sunflower oil, and palm oil — have risen between 
20% and 56% at all-India levels in the last year. 
Body: 
Briefly first discuss the trends of oil consumption in India; with rising incomes and changing food 
habits, consumption of edible oils has been rising over the years. 
Explain how much is produced domestically and how much is imported? 
Explain that the increase in domestic prices is basically a reflection of international prices because 
India meets 56% of its domestic demand through imports. In the international market, prices of 
edible oils have jumped sharply in recent months due to various factors. 
Discuss what we can do to boost the domestic production of edible oils. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with policy measures and solutions to make India self-reliant in edible oils. 
Introduction 

India needs 25 million tonnes of edible oils to meet its requirement at current consumption level of 

19 kg per person per year. Out of the total requirement, 10.50 million tonnes are produced 

domestically from primary (Soybean, Rapeseed & Mustard, Groundnut, Sunflower, Safflower & 

Niger) and secondary sources (Oil palm, Coconut, Rice Bran, Cotton seeds & Tree Borne Oilseeds) 

and remaining 70%, is met through import. 

Body 

Reasons for edible oil import dependence in India 

1. India’s import dependence in this has worsened to over 70%. Oilseed growers in India are in 

distress as a result of increased imports. 

2. The planted acreage has stagnated and the yields also continue to be abysmally low. 

3. This is primarily because growers have no incentive to improve agronomic practices. 

4. The marketability of the crop grown is also weak as the price support mechanism is nearly 

non-existent. 

5. Market – Liberal policies with zero or low rate of duty and free market operations of the last 

25 years have contributed to unfettered imports. 

6. This has worked against protecting the interests of domestic growers. 

7. About 10-15% of the current import volume is speculation driven. It often represents stock 

transfer from Indonesia and Malaysia to India. 

8. Huge inventories of as much as 2 million tonnes are often piled up in India, in turn affecting 

the domestic market. 

Effect of import on government exchequer 
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1. According to the latest data, each Indian consumed 19.5 kg of edible oil every year on an 

average during 2015-16, up from 15.8 kg in 2012-13. 

2. This amounts to an aggregate demand of around 26 million tons of edible oils per year. 

3. In 2019, India imported around 15 million tons of edible oils worth approximately Rs 7,300 

crore, which accounted for 40 per cent of the agricultural imports bill and three per cent of the 

overall import bill of the country. 

4. Palm oil accounted for the lion’s share of the total imports (62 per cent), followed by soya oil 

and sunflower oil (21 per cent and 16 per cent, respectively). There is a considerable increase in the 

share of soya oil and sunflower oil in the import basket. 

Measures to boost domestic production 

India has a serious import dependency in edible oil. One of the biggest constraints to raising oilseed 

output has been that production is largely in rain-fed areas. Only one fourth of the oilseed producing 

area in the country remains under the irrigation. 

1. In 1986, government had launched a Technology Mission on Oilseeds to improve 

productivity. This resulted in some growth but then growth in this field has been sluggish only. 

2. Current Government is promoting National Mission on Oilseeds and Oil Palm 

(NMOOP) during 2012-17. This mission has some clear cut objectives such as: 

1. Increasing Seed Replacement Ratio (SRR) in oil crops with focus on Varietal Replacement; 

2. Increasing irrigation coverage under oilseeds from 26% to 36%; 

3. Diversification of area from low yielding cereals crops to oilseeds crops; inter-cropping of 

oilseeds with cereals/ pulses/ sugarcane; 

4. Use of fallow land after paddy /potato cultivation; 

5. Expansion of cultivation of Oil Palm and tree borne oilseeds in watersheds and wastelands; 
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6. Increasing availability of quality planting material enhancing procurement of oilseeds and 

collection; and 

7. Processing of tree borne oilseeds. 

3. National Mission on Edible Oils (NMEO): To increase domestic availability and reduce 

import dependency, a National Mission on Edible Oils (NMEO) is proposed for next five years (2020-

21 to 2024-25). NMEO covering three Sub-Missions to increase production of oilseeds and edible oils 

from 

0. Primary Sources (Annual Crops, Plantation Crops and Edible TBOs), 

1. Secondary Sources (Rice bran oil and Cotton seed oil) and 

2. Consumer Awareness for maintaining edible oil consumption constant at 19.00 kg 

per person per annum. 

4. The proposed mission will aim to increase production from 30.88 to 47.80 million tonnes of 

oilseeds which will produce 7.00 to 11.00 million tonnes of edible oils from Primary Sources by 2024-

25. Similarly edible oils from secondary sources will be doubled from 3.50 to 7.00 million tonnes. 

5. The following action point will be initiated for increasing production and productivity of 

oilseeds and promotion of Secondary Sources of Edible oils: 

0. Increasing seed replacement rate and varietal replacement rate 

1. Promotion of oilseed in rice fallow/ potato areas 

2. Promotion of oilseeds through intercropping 

3. Extending oilseed cultivation in non-traditional area 

4. Targeting 100 low productivity districts 

5. Crop diversification in different reasons 

6. Promotion of community-based oil extraction unit 

7. Value addition and promotion of export 

8. Promotion of rice bran and cotton seed oil 

9. Consumer awareness for judicious consumption of oils for good health 

Conclusion 

India must become self-sufficient in edible oil production and this must become a part of India’s 

Atmanirbharta. Certain WTO compliant incentives must be given to farmers in increasing the growth 

of oilseed production in the country to ensure domestic cultivation. 

Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc. 

Critically analyse the various provisions of National Policy on Biofuels-2018 which 

were different from 2009 policy. (250 words) 
Reference:  Economic Times. 
Why the question: 
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The question is based on the National policy on Biofuels -2018.   
Key Demand of the question: 
Critically analyse the various provisions of National Policy on Biofuels-2018 which were different from 
2009 policy. 
Directive: 
Critically analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or 
nature of the topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, one needs to look at the good and bad of the 
topic and give a fair judgment. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with the definition of Biofuels. 
Body: 
Discuss in detail the decision of the government to make alcohol from rice. The move was bound to 
trigger the debate over food security of the country with a population ravaged by hunger and 
poverty. While the 2009 biofuel policy had stressed the use of non-food resources, the 2018 updated 
policy allowed using excess grains. 
Compare the two and critically analyse. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with what should be the way forward. 
Introduction 

The Union Cabinet approved National Policy on Biofuels – 2018 to encourage the generation and use 

of biofuels. Biofuel is any hydrocarbon fuel that is produced from organic matter in a short period of 

time. This is in contrast with fossil fuels, which take millions of years to form. Biofuels are considered 

renewable form of energy as it emits less than fossil fuels 

Body 

Background 

Different generation biofuels 

1. First Generation Biofuels: It uses the food crops like wheat and sugar for making ethanol 

and oil seeds for bio diesel by conventional method of fermentation. 

2. Second Generation Biofuels: It uses non-food crops and feedstock such as Wood, grass, 

seed crops, organic waste are used in fuel preparation. 

3. Third Generation Biofuels: It uses specially engineered Algae whose biomass is used to 

convert into biofuels. The greenhouse gas emission here will be low in comparison to others. 

4. Fourth Generation biofuel: It aimed at not only producing sustainable energy but also a way 

of capturing and storing CO2. 

Salient features of the National Biofuels policy 2018 

1. Categorisation of biofuels to enable extension of appropriate financial and fiscal incentives 

under each category. The two main categories are: 

1. Basic Biofuels- First Generation (1G) bioethanol & biodiesel 

2. Advanced Biofuels – Second Generation (2G) ethanol, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) to drop-

in fuels, third Generation (3G) biofuels, bio-CNG etc. 
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2. Expands the scope of raw material for ethanol production by allowing use of Sugarcane 

Juice, Sugar containing materials like Sugar Beet, Sweet Sorghum, Starch containing materials like 

Corn, Cassava, Damaged food grains like wheat, broken rice, Rotten Potatoes, unfit for human 

consumption for ethanol production. 

3. Allows use of surplus food grains for production of ethanol for blending with petrol to 

ensure appropriate price to farmers during surplus. However, it needs the approval of National 

Biofuel Coordination Committee. 

4. Thrust on Advanced Biofuels: Viability gap funding scheme for 2G ethanol Bio refineries of 

Rs.5000 crore in 6 years in addition to additional tax incentives and higher purchase price as 

compared to 1G biofuels. 

5. Encourages setting up of supply chain mechanisms for biodiesel production from non-

edible oilseeds, used Cooking Oil, short gestation crops. 

6. Synergising efforts by capturing the roles and responsibilities of all the concerned 

Ministries/Departments with respect to biofuels in the policy document itself. 

Potential Benefits 

1. Reduce Import Dependency: The large-scale production of biofuels would reduce import 

dependency on crude oil and save forex. 

2. Cleaner Environment: By reducing crop burning & conversion of agricultural 

residues/wastes to biofuels there will be reduction in GHGs emissions and other particulate matters. 

3. Municipal Solid Waste Management: It is estimated that, annually around 62 MMT of 

Municipal Solid Waste gets generated in India. The policy promotes conversion of waste/plastic, 

MSW to drop in fuels (hydrocarbon fuels from solid waste). 

4. Infrastructural Investment in Rural Areas: addition of 2G bio refineries across the Country 

will spur infrastructural investment in the rural areas. 

5. Employment Generation: the establishment of bio-refineries would create jobs in Plant 

Operations, Village Level Entrepreneurs and Supply Chain Management. 

6. Additional Income to Farmers: Farmers can capitalize on agricultural residues /waste which 

otherwise are burnt by them. They can sell their surplus output to ethanol making units when price 

dump, thus, ensuring appropriate price. 

Critical analysis 

1. Abuse of policy especially when prices of crude oil soar as farmers would find it 

economically more rewarding to convert farm produce into ethanol for doping with petrol. 

2. Need of improvement in technological and financial feasibility with respect to production of 

biofuels. Thus, industry academic collaboration should be enhanced in an integrated manner. 

3. Inadequate supply-chain infrastructure to deliver biofuels to the final consumer. Hence, 

improved investment should be done in building robust infrastructure. 

4. Limits on private investment: The government should also take steps to remove policy 

barriers that have discouraged private investment in building supply chains for tapping India’s huge 

biofuel potential. 
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Way Forward 

1. The government has set some ambitious goals for the energy sector which include 

electrification of all census villages by 2019, 24×7 electricity and 175 GW of renewable energy 

capacity by 2022, reduction in energy emissions intensity by 33%-35% by 2030 and producing above 

40% electricity from non-fossil fuels by 2030. 

2. These goals clearly exhibit the Centre’s push towards strengthening the energy 

infrastructure of the country while promoting the agenda of sustainability. 

3. Additionally, in the official gazette of the National Policy on Biofuels, 2018, MNRE has also 

discussed the government’s five-point strategy to curb the country’s dependency on foreign imports 

in the oil and gas sector. 

4. The strategy involves increasing domestic production, adopting biofuels and renewables, 

energy efficiency norms, improvement in refinery processes and demand substitution. 

India needs a Solar Waste Management and Manufacturing Standards Policy. Do you 

agree? Comment. (250 words) 
Reference:   Economic Times. 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the theme of Solar Energy. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the need for needs a Solar Waste Management and Manufacturing Standards Policy for 
India. 
Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with the definition of Solar energy; The radiation that is received from the sun and utilized in 
the form electricity and thermal energy by using various available technologies like photovoltaic 
panels, solar heater etc. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
First discuss the importance of solar energy, its need in terms of energy security, economic 
development, social development, environmental concerns etc. 
Then discuss the challenges and more so specifically with respect to Solar Waste Management and 
Manufacturing Standards Policy. 
Suggest what needs to be done to overcome these challenges. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with solutions and importance of solar energy as a source of renewable energy in the 
country. 
Introduction 

There is an urgent need to formulate appropriate quality standards for use of environmentally 

sustainable materials in manufacturing of modules in Solar energy set up, when India plans to scale 

up the production. This will help in minimising potentially hazardous end-of-life module waste in 

India. 

Body 

Issue of solar waste management 
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1. Solar sector continues to grow robustly, from a mere three gigawatt (GW) in 2014 to over 28 

GW currently, but there is still no clarity on solar waste management in India. 

2. To make solar a truly green source of energy, it is imperative for the industry as a whole to 

work together and proactively towards ensuring a sustainable waste management plan for solar 

energy systems. 

3. India has set an ambitious target of having 100 GW of solar energy by 2022. Bride to India 

BTI has estimated the solar module waste volume to grow to 1.8 million tonne by 2050, which is 

close to the total e-waste volume being annually generated in India currently. 

4. Solar modules use potentially hazardous materials, including lead compounds, polymers and 

cadmium compounds. 

5. If disposed of in an inappropriate way, potential leaching of those hazardous materials can 

have negative environmental and health impacts. 

6. Currently, India neither has a requisite policy guideline nor the minimal operational 

infrastructure to ensure recycling of module waste using conventional recycling technologies. 

7. Most of the central bidding documents rest the responsibility of handling and disposing 

photo voltaic (PV) waste on the developers as per E-waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 2011. 

Measures to manage solar waste 

1. Mandating module manufacturers to use environmentally sustainable design and materials 

with end-of-life in mind (similar to the eco-design initiative of the EU). 

2. Specifying liability and responsibility of each stakeholder for waste management and 

treatment. 

3. Laying down standards for PV waste collection, treatment and disposal. 

4. Encouraging mutual recycling responsibility agreements between module suppliers, project 

developers and power purchasers. 

5. Undertaking regular surveys of recycling facilities to understand technology and capacity 

levels. 

6. Identifying investment and technical requirements for dedicated PV recycling facilities with 

focus on high-value recovery. 

Conclusion 

PV and solar waste recycling is still at a nascent stage globally, both in terms of technical standards 

and physical infrastructure. Global cooperation in this regard and domestic capacity boost is the 

right way forward. 

What are the problems being faced by the Power Sector? How can these problems be 

resolved with the help of Draft National Electricity Policy 2021? Explain. (250 words) 
Reference:  Financial Express 
Why the question: 
Draft National Electricity Policy 2021 has been released by the Ministry of Power. Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
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Explain the problems being faced by power sector in India and highlight in what way National 
Electricity Policy 2021 can address these issues. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Under Section 3 (3) of the Electricity Act, 2003, the Central Government may, from time to time, in 
consultation with the State Governments and the Central Electricity Authority, review or revise, the 
National Electricity Policy. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Discuss first the existing problems of power sector in the country. 
Then discuss the major provisions of the Draft National Electricity Policy 2021. 
Highlight the pros and cons of the policy. 
Discuss the efforts of the government in this direction from past to present. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that as India has made significant progress in recent years in terms of capacity addition and 
increasing renewables in the power mix, the government is making yet another attempt to improve 
the state of the power sector and has come up with a new draft National Electricity Policy with 
objectives such as promoting clean energy, developing an efficient market for electricity distribution, 
and revitalizing distribution companies. 
Introduction 

The government has finally decided to take the plunge and revise the National Electricity Policy 

(NEP) by invoking Section 3 of the Electricity Act, 2003. The policy aims to make electricity available 

to all households in the next five years. NEP 2021 will help to supply reliable and quality power of 

specified standards efficiently manner at reasonable rates. 

Body 

Problems of power sector 

1. Poor financial condition of power distribution companies (discoms): The regulatory 

Commissions while calculating tariffs often deferred the recovery of revenue for the future. This 

resulted in weakening of the financial health of the discoms due to under recovery of the prudent 

cost. 

2. We have been slow in adopting more stringent environment norms for our power stations 

and we have done practically nothing on carbon capture and sequestration. 

3. We have not been able to add to our hydro capacity, which could play a crucial role 

in balancing the grid with increasing thrust on renewable generation. 

4. We have fuel supply issues (coal) and are unable to meet our domestic demand through 

indigenous mining. 

5. Delays in adoption of tariff: The regulatory commissions adopt the tariff that has been 

determined through a transparent process of bidding in accordance with the ‘tariff policy issued by 

the Central Government’. But no time limit has been prescribed for the process. o Also, the Act 

mandates the regulatory Commissions to determine the tariff after receipt of the subsidies. Thus, 

the tariff contains a subsidy component and is not cost reflective. 
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6. Enforceability of performance of the contracts: The 2003 Act recognized the contracts for 

supply and purchase of electricity but does not specifically deal with the issues related to non-

performance of the contract. 

1. Non-performance of the contract created uncertainty, upset investment decisions and 

adversely affect ease of doing business. 

7. Despite the Central government connecting 100 per cent households in the country with the 

national power supply grid, quality of power and duration remains an issue. 

Draft National Electricity Policy 2021 

1. NEP 2021 covers multiple areas– grid operation, power markets, regulatory process, energy 

efficiency, optimal generation mix, transmission, distribution and many more. 

2. The draft talks about the creation of Electric Vehicle charging stations, Smart meters, power 

markets, environment and more. 

3. National Electricity Policy address various issues such as rural electrification, generation, 

transmission, distribution, recovery of the cost of services and targeted subsidies. 

4. It also covers technology development and research and development, energy conservation, 

environmental issues, protection of consumer interests and quality standards, a competition aimed 

at consumer benefits and more. 

5. There is a need to strengthen the distribution system to ensure 24*7 power supply. Also, 

evolve a unified scheme for development of adequate distribution infrastructure wherein central 

assistance is linked to reform milestones of the states 

6. For utilising power generation at the source end and reducing power supply wastage, the 

NEP has suggested that power distribution companies (discoms) should explore the possibility of 

micro grids, especially in areas prone to natural disasters. 

7. The NEP has further said that these micro grids should preferably be powered with 

renewable sources of energy. 

Concerns with the draft policy 

1. The first NEP as well as the new draft circulated now run into several pages, and are not 

inclusive enough or reader-friendly. Certain sections contain too much detail, not really germane to 

the issue. 

2. Ideally, policy statements should be crisp and pithy, and should be able to hold on to 

readers’ interest. The main policy document should only cite the direction we intend to take and the 

reasons for doing so should go as explanatory notes as an addendum to the policy. 

3. The second issue is regarding the effectiveness of the policy. The draft policy has a lot to say 

on renewable generation, and rightly so, but what is the guarantee that it would be followed. 

4. While the central government may fix targets on renewable generation capacity, the 

implementation will mainly be done by private enterprises. 

5. Now, private enterprises will move according to the investment climate as it exists in states. 
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6. Unfortunately, some states completely shake off investor sentiments by reopening PPAs, or 

by not paying renewable generators. 

7. Such actions would ensure that the objectives of the policy remain unfulfilled. All 

stakeholders should treat the NEP as mandatory and act accordingly. 

8. Similar problems have arisen in the case of the National Tariff Policy (NTP) in the past, where 

certain states have expressed unwillingness to comply with certain sections of this document. 

Incidentally, both the NEP and the NTP emanate from Section 3 of the Act. 

9. The third and perhaps the most fundamental issue is whether we should have two separate 

policy statements, the NEP and the NTP. 

10. The first NTP was formulated in 2006 with some minor amendments carried out in 2008, 

2011 and 2016. 

11. Both these documents exist concurrently, but they practically run into each other’s domain. 

12. The answer as to why this is happening is simple. It is not really possible to segregate tariff-

related issues from electricity policy in general since they are all interlinked. 

 Conclusion 

The NEP has introduced several new concepts starting from the need of micro grids in remote areas 

to having a real time power market and need for investment in pump hydro generation. It needs to 

be seen how effectively these ideas will fructify. 

Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in 

everyday life; Achievements of Indians in science & technology; indigenization of 

technology and developing new technology. 

Explain how AI is changing the technology perspective from learning to jobs under 

COVID-19. (250 words) 
Reference:  Economic Times 
Why the question: 
The question is amidst the pandemic situation and the ways in which AI is changing technology 
perspective of the society. 
Key Demand of the question: 
One is expected to explain how AI is changing the technology perspective from learning to jobs under 
COVID-19. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what AI is. 
Body: 
Even the most sophisticated and finely tuned AI models couldn’t predict the long-lasting magnitude 
of COVID-19. Its disruption on our personal and professional lives is hard to quantify. 
There have been plenty of lessons learned from this crisis — and from a technology perspective, some 
of the most significant lessons center around the continuing evolution and importance of data, 
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analytics, and artificial intelligence. The pandemic acted as a catalyst to drive a staggering rate of 
digital transformation, which enabled business continuity and resiliency. It also turned consumer 
behavior upside down — leading to a far greater need and dependence on accurate predictive, 
prescriptive, and cognitive technologies. With many companies already struggling, and consumers 
scaling back their spending or buying through different channels, gaining and keeping loyal 
customers has been critical. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way ahead. 
Introduction 

The Covid-19 pandemic has brought automation technologies to the forefront and the Intelligent 

Automation (IA) market in India is estimated to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 

55 per cent, with large enterprises expected to spend nearly $340-350 million in IA capabilities in 

2024. 

Body 

Role of Artificial Intelligence in changing technology perspective 

IBM’s “Global AI Adoption Index 2021” revealed that while AI adoption was flat over the last year, 

momentum is shifting as the need for AI has been accelerated by changing business needs due to 

the global Covid-19 pandemic. 

1. The different roles played by AI during pandemics are early warning and alerts, prediction 

and detection of outbreak of diseases, real‐time disease monitoring worldwide, analysis and 

visualisation of spreading trends. 

2. It also aids in prediction of infection rate and infection trend, rapid decision‐making to 

identify the effective treatments, study and analysis of the pathogens, and drug discovery. All these 

are executed at a greater speed with AI. 

3. AI is already changing the way businesses operate today, from how they communicate with 

their customers via virtual assistants, to automating key workflows, and even managing network 

security. Another recent IBM research revealed that more than half of CEOs expect AI to deliver 

tangible business benefits in the next few years. 

4. AI in learning and education can be used to dramatically change the learning experience 

online. 

5. Learning software is primarily designed to create more personalized learning experiences 

and help users discover new learning opportunities by combining learning content from different 

sources, while recommending and delivering them — with the support of AI — across multiple 

digital touch points such as desktop applications and mobile learning apps. 

6. Colleges, universities and enterprises are all looking at these tools. Instead of building 

training academics to help train people for new or expanded roles in an organization, enterprises will 

now target the front end of the recruiting funnel where higher education begins. The online faculty 

could be professors from shuttered universities. 

7. Teachers can use AI to decipher what obstacles the young student is facing, delivering micro-

interventions that help to bridge the reading skills gaps. The new age AI softwares help assess 

reading fluency, pinpoint errors, and help improve those weaknesses. 

Conclusion 
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Pandemic has accelerated the use of Artificial intelligence, especially by universities, companies 

which are now working remotely. It is only a matter of time that most businesses will leverage AI. 

India must ramp up skill development in this regard, and align academia with the present-day skill 

set in AI to build ample human capital. 

What is convalescent plasma therapy and what are the concerns involved in its 

practice? Elaborate. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The use of convalescent plasma has been dropped from the recommended treatment guidelines for 
COVID-19, according to an advisory from the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR). 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail what is convalescent plasma therapy and what are the concerns involved in its 
practice. 
Directive: 
Elaborate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what convalescent plasma therapy is. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Discuss in detail the therapy – The therapy seeks to make use of the antibodies developed in the 
recovered patient against the coronavirus. The whole blood or plasma from such people is taken, and 
the plasma is then injected into critically ill patients so that the antibodies are transferred and boost 
their fight against the virus. A COVID-19 patient usually develops primary immunity against the virus 
in 10-14 days. Therefore, if the plasma is injected at an early stage, it can possibly help fight the virus 
and prevent severe illness. 
Discuss the concerns associated with it. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

Plasma is the liquid part of the blood. Convalescent plasma, extracted from the blood of patients 

recovering from an infection, is a source of antibodies against the infection. The therapy involves 

using their plasma to help others recover. 

Body 

Convalescent Plasma Therapy 

1. For Covid-19, this has been one of the treatment options. The donor would have to be a 

documented case of Covid-19 and healthy for 28 days since the last symptoms. 

2. The whole blood or plasma from such people is taken, and the plasma is then injected into 

critically ill patients so that the antibodies are transferred and boost their fight against the virus. 

3. If whole blood is donated (350-450 ml), a blood fractionation process is used to separate the 

plasma. 

4. Otherwise, a special machine called aphaeresis machine can be used to extract the plasma 

directly from the donor. 
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5. While blood is indeed extracted from the donor, the aphaeresis machine separates and 

extracts the plasma using a plasma kit, and the remaining blood components are returned into the 

donor’s body. 

6. A COVID-19 patient usually develops primary immunity against the virus in 10-14 days. 

7. Therefore, if the plasma is injected at an early stage, it can possibly help fight the virus and 

prevent severe illness. 

Efficacy of plasma therapy and concerns associated 

1. In September, a study funded by ICMR showed that the procedure did not lead to a 

reduction in the risk of death or slow down the progress of coronavirus infection. 

2. Moreover, in November, the ICMR had issued an advisory against ‘indiscriminate use’ of 

plasma therapy as a treatment method for coronavirus infection. 

3. This advisory came in the wake of India’s PLACID trials that studied the efficacy of plasma 

therapy. 

4. The trials were conducted on 464 patients with moderate symptoms between April 22 and 

July 14, 2020, at 39 centres across the country. 

5. The result of the trials revealed that the plasma therapy failed to exhibit any significant 

difference in mortality rates between those who received convalescent plasma and those in the 

control group. 

6. Risks of passive administration of convalescent sera fall into two categories, known and 

theoretical. 

7. Known risks are those associated with transfer of blood substances, which include 

inadvertent infection with another infectious disease agent and reactions to serum constituents, 

including immunological reactions such as serum sickness. 

8. The theoretical risk involves the phenomenon of antibody-dependent enhancement of 

infection (ADE). 

9. ADE can occur in several viral diseases and involves an enhancement of disease in the 

presence of certain antibodies. 

10. Another theoretical risk is that antibody administration to those exposed to SARS-CoV-2 may 

prevent disease in a manner that attenuates the immune response, leaving such individuals 

vulnerable to subsequent reinfection. 

Conclusion 

As more evidence and trial results show the efficacy of the treatment methodology, it is important 

to embed the same in the protocol to manage covid-19. Scientific assessment can go a huge way in 

deciding the best way to treat the diseases patients. 

What is meant by Genome sequencing? In the context of Covid 19 pandemic, analyse 

it’s significance in health sector. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article explains how genome sequencing is crucial to track SARS-CoV-2 variants. 
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Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the concept of genome sequencing and analyse its significance in health sector amidst the 
pandemic. 
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with the concept of genome sequencing first. 
Body: 
Explain how as variants of the COVID-19 virus emerge, genomic sequencing could help boost the 
public health response and provide the impetus to create value for future crises. Coronavirus has a 
tendency to mutate as they multiply which can have harmful, beneficial or no effects and so it is 
important to keep a track of the genome sequencing in order to check its virulence 
Without sequencing data, public health authorities are blind to viral mutations that may reduce the 
efficacy of current response tools (for example, safety protocols, tests, vaccines, and clinical care) and 
are unable to take precise public health action. Sequencing is a powerful tool that enables public 
health authorities to improve precision, efficacy, and efficiency of public health response. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

Genome Sequencing refers to the method through which the order of DNA nucleotides, or bases, in 

a genome, the order of As, Cs, Gs, and Ts that make up an organism’s DNA are figured. The human 

genome is made up of over 3 billion of these genetic letters 

Body 

About Genome sequencing 

1. A Genome is the complete genetic material of an organism. It is like an instruction manual 

which contains information about the make-up of the organism. 

2. While human genomes are made of DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid), a virus genome can be 

made of either DNA or RNA (Ribonucleic acid). 

3. DNA and RNA provide genetic instructions for growth and functioning of organisms. 

4. Coronavirus is made of RNA. Genome sequencing is a technique that reads and interprets 

genetic information found within DNA or RNA. 

Significance of SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing 

1. The purpose of genome sequencing is to understand the role of certain mutations in 

increasing the virus’s infectivity. 

2. Some mutations have also been linked to immune escape, or the virus’s ability to evade 

antibodies, and this has consequences for vaccines. 

3. As we know well that virus undergoes mutation, as they replicate. Mutation are tiny errors 

in the genetic code that occur during the duplication process. While some are harmless, others can 

bring about such changes in the virus that can make it more transmissible or deadly. 

4. So, it is important to keep a track of the genomic sequencing in order to check the virulence 

of the virus. 
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5. As the number of differences between viral strains increase, it’s likely that the resulting 

viruses will also behave differently in terms of how fast it spreads, the kind of symptoms and the 

intensity of the disease it causes. 

6. The differences can be beneficial, harmful or inconsequential. Different variants can have 

different tendencies and may need new containment and treatment strategies. 

7. The “foreign” variants identified were primarily the B.1.1.7 (first identified in the United 

Kingdom) and the B.1.351 (first found in South Africa) and a small number of P2 variants (from 

Brazil). 

8. However, some labs flagged the growing presence of variants identified in India that were 

clubbed into a family of inter-related variants called B.1.617, also known as the ‘double mutant’ 

variant, primarily due to two mutations — E484Q and L452R — on the spike protein. 

9. Only genome sequencing can identify various mutations which further will help in vaccine 

development and testing. 

10. Genome sequencing help scientists find the exact location in the virus where a mutation has 

taken place. If the mutation happens in significant proteins of the virus like the spike proteins which 

helps it to infect the human cell, then the virus is likely to spread at a faster speed. 

Conclusion 

WHO asserted that more the virus spreads, higher are chances of mutations and new strains to 

come up, so it is important to vaccinate a critical mass of people to break the chain of transmission 

at soon as possible and till then it is essential to follow preventive measures like social distancing, 

hand hygiene, wearing masks and taking the vaccine to avoid infections. 

What is solar Geoengineering? Discuss the benefits and shortcomings linked with this 

technology. (250 words) 
Reference:  Economic Times 
Why the question: 
Bill Gates and Harvard University are planning to back solar geoengineering to fight global warming. 
Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the concept of solar geoengineering and account for its merits and demerits. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with the definition of solar geoengineering. 
Body: 
Solar geoengineering is a specific form of albedo modification in which highly reflective particles are 
introduced into the atmosphere to increase Earth’s albedo. This would reduce incoming light 
(radiation) from the sun, and thereby decrease the amount of energy (heat) reaching Earth’s surface. 
Explain why is it needed: Adverse effects of global warming threatens public health, food security, 
housing and water availability, and national security. So, the need for actions with quick effects like 
geoengineering becomes pertinent in the short term, along with long term plans of emissions 
reduction and forest conservation. 
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Discuss the potential of such a technology. 
Present the challenges in its implementation. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude by highlighting its importance. 
Introduction 

Solar geoengineering is a term used to describe a group of hypothetical technologies that could, in 

theory, counteract temperature rise by reflecting more sunlight away from the Earth’s surface. 

There is no substitute for aggressive cuts in greenhouse-gas emissions. But the risks and benefits of 

technologies that could mitigate global warming need to be evaluated. 

Body 

 

Benefits of solar geoengineering 
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1. All types of solar geoengineering – known also as solar radiation management (SRM) – are 

united by their goal of limiting the effect of sunlight on the Earth, but they vary widely in their 

approach. 

2. Possible methods include reducing heat-trapping clouds, sending a giant sunshade up into 

orbit or releasing aerosols (sulphates) into the stratosphere. 

3. It is worth noting that, although these technologies could theoretically lower global 

warming, they do not aim to reduce the amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and, 

therefore, would not be able to directly address problems such as ocean acidification. 

Shortcomings and issues linked with the technology 

1. First, there are a lot of unknowns, as theoretical understanding is always based on computer 

modelling and laboratory experiments. 

2. The impact on biodiversity or oceans ecosystem and glaciers are not studied. There is no 

evidence of it becoming successful while the risks remain high. 

3. Developed nations may deploy it to the detriment of other regions. 

4. Once deployed it can become uncontrolled. For instance, spraying aerosols, to what degree 

will it lead to cooling is not possible to predict. 

5. Some scientists are vociferously opposed to solar geoengineering, which could go awry in 

unpredictable ways and, once started, could be difficult to safely shut down. 

6. There are also concerns that even a move to research solar geoengineering creates ‘moral 

hazard’, leading to misplaced confidence and detracting from efforts to rein in greenhouse-gas 

emissions. 

7. Some who oppose it fear that once research begins, the roll-out of the technology will be 

unstoppable, no matter what the findings. 

8. The biggest concern is that solar geoengineering will treat the symptom not the disease. 

Conclusion 

Solar-geoengineering research brings risks, and there are other, more-promising ways to address 

global warming. But the world remains on a path to dangerous climate change, and future 

generations will bear an increasing burden. Governments need to step up climate efforts, and 

evaluate all possible options for action. If solar geoengineering is harmful, leaders will need evidence 

so that they can rule out the technology. 
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Awareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, nano-technology, bio-

technology and issues relating to intellectual property rights. 

The gene-editing technology has opened up a vast window of opportunities in the 

recent years. Explain briefly what gene editing technology is with its potential 

applications in various fields. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article explains how the huge potential of the gene-editing tool decided the chemistry Nobel. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Describe briefly what gene editing technology is with its potential applications in various fields. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what you understand by Gene editing technology. 
Body: 
 CRISPR-CAS9 is a technology that allows scientists to essentially cut-and-paste DNA, raising hope of 
genetic fixes for disease. However, there are also concerns about its safety and ethics. 
CRISPR is a dynamic, versatile tool that allows us to target nearly any genomic location and 
potentially repair broken genes. It can remove, add or alter specific DNA sequences in the genome of 
higher organisms. 
Explain how Gene-editing works. 
Discuss what are the possible advantages of Gene editing? Also suggest the pros and cons of it. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance. 
Introduction 

A recent approach to genome editing is known as CRISPR-Cas9, which is short for clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeats and CRISPR- associated protein 9. It was adapted from a 

naturally occurring genome editing system in bacteria. 

Body 

Gene-editing Technique 

It is a type of genetic engineering in which DNA is inserted, deleted or replaced in the genome of an 

organism using artificially engineered nucleases, or “molecular scissors”. 

These nucleases create site-specific double- strand breaks (DSBs) at desired locations (e.g. where 

anomalous gene is present). Such breaks are then repaired through recombination or inserting new 

gene, resulting in targeted mutation. 

  

Potential applications of gene-editing technology 

1. Human genome editing can be used to treat many human diseases & genetic disorders like 

HIV/AIDS, haemophilia etc. 

2. It could substantially bolster disease resistance in humans & increase life span. 
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3. It could form the basis of highly efficient & cost-effective next generation antibiotics (based 

on bacteriophage viruses). 

4. Gene editing can be used to protect endangered species or bring to life extinct species. It 

can be used to grow healthier food (via fortification) and increasing harvest. 

5. It has the potential to slow down the spread of diseases by eliminating its means of 

transmission. E.g. Gene editing can be used to introduce sterile mosquitoes into the environment. 

Issues with gene-editing 

1. Balance Risks & Benefits: Due to the possibility of off-target effects (edits in the wrong place 

creating properties different from those that were intended) and Mosaicism (when some cells carry 

the edit but others do not, leading to presence of two or more populations of cells), safety is of 

primary concern. 

2. Application of the technique to human germline: Until now, all therapeutic interventions in 

humans using genome editing have been performed in somatic cells (i.e. only patient gets affected, 

no chance of inheriting the altered genes by patient’s offspring). Safety concerns have been raised 

regarding genome editing in human germline, where unpredictable changes can be transmitted to 

following generations. 

3. Ecological impacts: A ‘gene drive’ can propagate a set of genes with negative traits 

throughout a population which may lead to disappearance of whole targeted population with severe 

ecological consequences. 

4. Difficulty in regulation: The precise genetic modifications obtained through CRISPR Cas9 

technique makes it more difficult to identify a genetically modified organism once outside the lab 

and also to regulate such organisms in the market. 

5. At present there is no regulating body to keep a check on the practices and applications of 

the technology. It may therefore lead to reduced transparency, low quality and may also increase 

the unnecessary delay in the treatment of patients. 

6. Uncontrolled clinical trials: There are at present no standard norms for standardisation of 

norms for clinical trials for checking the efficacy of the treatment. 

7. Concerns over ‘Designer Babies’: Engineering human embryos raises the prospect of 

designer babies, where embryos are altered for social rather than medical reasons e.g. to increase 

height or intelligence. 

Conclusion 

Bioethicists & researchers believe that human genome editing for reproductive purposes should not 

be attempted at this time until more safety and effectiveness research can be done, risks & benefits 

weighed, and a social consensus reached. All clinical trials proceeding in human germline editing 

should be permitted only when there are no reasonable alternative forms of disease prevention. 

Discuss the impact of IPR regime on vaccine equity across the globe. (250 words) 
Reference:  Live Mint 
Why the question: 
The article brings to us insights on the impact of IPR regime on vaccine equity across the globe. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the impact of IPR regime on vaccine equity across the globe. 
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Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with some data highlighting the current conditions of vaccine regimes across the globe owing 
to the onset of the pandemic. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Discuss what you understand by vaccine equity. 
What are factors acting as an impediment to Covid-19 Vaccine Equity? 
What are the flexibilities under the TRIPS agreement and how will they help? 
Conclusion: 
With every country suffering, pressure should be built upon the WTO so that original promoters of 
the product patent idea should be persuaded to relax patent norms in view of the crisis. Also, there is 
need for increasing the production of vaccines and ensuring their equitable access would also require 
building the institutional capacity in several countries, overcoming systemic bottlenecks, and 
undertaking the necessary reforms in the administrative machinery and the legal framework. 
Introduction 

Last year, India and South Africa requested WTO for a temporary suspension of rules under the 1995 

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). A waiver was sought to 

the extent that the protections offered by TRIPS impinged on the containment and treatment of 

COVID-19. The request for a waiver has, since, found support from more than 100 nations. 

Body 

Currently, the WTO’s strict patent rules prevent firms other than the inventor from manufacturing 

the same product using a different process. 

IPR Regime and TRIPS 

1. WTO has into its constitution a binding set of rules governing intellectual property. 

2. Countries that fail to subscribe to the common laws prescribed by the WTO would be barred 

from entry into the global trading circuit. 

3. It was believed that a threat of sanctions, to be enforced through a dispute resolution 

mechanism, would dissuade states from reneging on their promises. 

4. With the advent in 1995 of the TRIPS agreement, this belief proved true. 

5. The faults in this new world order became apparent when drugs that reduced AIDS deaths 

in developed nations were placed out of reach for the rest of the world. 

6. It was only when Indian companies began to manufacture generic versions of these 

medicines as TRIPS hadn’t yet kicked in against India, that the prices came down. 

7. Patent laws are usually justified on three distinct grounds: 

8. On the idea that people have something of a natural and moral right to claim control over 

their inventions. 
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9. On the utilitarian premise that exclusive licenses promote invention and therefore benefit 

society as a whole. 

10. On the belief that individuals must be allowed to benefit from the fruits of their labour and 

merit. 

11. These justifications have long been a matter of contest, especially in the application of 

claims of monopoly over pharmaceutical drugs and technologies. 

Measures needed 

1. Given limited domestic capacity, it is advisable to involve other drugmakers in vaccine 

manufacturing by invoking the compulsory licensing provision under the original Indian Patent Act, 

which has become defunct since mid 1990s. 

2. The government should invoke the provision to allow other manufacturer to produce the 

patented product or use the process without the permission of the patent-owner. 

3. The licence can be given to another manufacturer as the society’s right is predominant. 

4. With every country suffering, pressure should be built upon the WTO so that original 

promoters of the product patent idea should be persuaded to relax patent norms in view of the 

crisis, with a condition that the vaccines would strictly be used for domestic use and cannot be 

exported without the approval or involvement of the original patent holder. 

5. This would help ensure that universal vaccination against the virus is completed at the 

earliest. 

 Conclusion 

We cannot overlook the need for global collective action. The pandemic has demonstrated to us just 

how iniquitous the existing world order is. We cannot continue to persist with rules granting 

monopolies which place the right to access basic healthcare in a position of constant peril. In its 

present form, the TRIPS regime, to borrow the law professor Katharina Pistor’s words, represents 

nothing but a new form of “feudal calculus”. 

What is meant by waiver of patent rights over COVID-19 vaccine? Examine it significance and 

practical challenges associated with it. (250 words) 

Reference: Indian Express 

Introduction 

The United States on Wednesday announced support for waiving intellectual property protection for 

Covid-19 vaccines, saying extraordinary circumstances call for extraordinary measures. United States 

Trade Representative Katherine Tai said the US will pursue “text-based negotiations” on the waiver 

at the World Trade Organization (WTO). 

The US support for an IP waiver stems from a proposal by India and South Africa in the WTO last 

year. That proposal had, however, called for a waiver on all Covid interventions, including testing 

diagnostics and novel therapeutics. 

Body 

Patent rights waiver: Meaning 
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1. The IP waiver might open up space for production of Covid vaccines with emergency use 

authorisations (EUA) — such as those developed by Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca, Novavax, 

Johnson & Johnson and Bharat Biotech — on a larger scale in middle-income countries. 

2. Most production is currently concentrated in high-income countries; production by middle-

income countries has been happening through licensing or technology transfer agreements. 

3. Most analysts expect this to take at least a few months; it is likely the agreement will be 

targeted by the WTO’s next ministerial conference in end-November. 

4. Countries including Canada, South Korea, and Bangladesh have shown interest in making 

Covid vaccines if they can get a patent waiver, Prof Reddy said. 

Significance in the wake of pandemic 

1. A lifting of patent will allow the recipes to be shared and there will no longer be an embargo 

— basically once the formula is shared, any company which possesses the required technology and 

infrastructure can produce vaccines. 

2. This will lead to cheaper and more generic versions of Covid vaccines. It will also mean two 

things — vaccines will be more affordable and this will be a big step in overcoming vaccine shortage. 

3. At a time when many people across India are struggling to get vaccines and shortages are 

being reported from many states, there is a unanimous agreement on the fact that there is a need to 

scale up production. 

4. An important talking point in recent times has also been the need to have more equitable 

distribution of the vaccine doses available. 

5. For instance, the United States has been reportedly sitting on tens of millions of AstraZeneca 

vaccines even when Pfizer and Moderna are estimated to deliver 400 million doses by the end of 

May and 600 million by the end of July. 

6. Combined with the 20 million doses Johnson & Johnson is also expected to deliver this 

month, the United States may have an excess of over 80 million doses. 

Challenges associated 

1. Pharma companies including Pfizer and AstraZeneca had opposed the proposed waiver — 

saying eliminating IP protections would “undermine the global response to the 

pandemic”, including the ongoing efforts to tackle new variants. 

2. It could also create confusion that could potentially undermine public confidence in vaccine 

safety and create a barrier to information sharing, they had said. And, “most importantly, 

eliminating protections would not speed up production.” 

3. Microsoft founder Bill Gates has expressed reservations against tweaking IP rules and 

sharing Covid-19 vaccine technologies. As there must be proper regulatory process and capacity to 

make safe vaccines in developing nations. 

4. The International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers & Associations (IFPMA) has 

pointed to other “real challenges” in scaling up production and distribution of Covid-19 vaccines. 
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5. These include trade barriers, bottlenecks in supply chains, scarcity of raw materials and 

ingredients in the supply chain, and the unwillingness of rich countries to share doses with poorer 

nations. 

6. The scarcity of raw materials has been a growing issue for ramping up production; several 

manufacturers have been relying on specific suppliers, and alternatives are limited. 

7. Also, countries like the US had blocked exports of critical raw materials used in the 

production of some Covid-19 vaccines using regulations like the American Defence Production Act. 

Conclusion 

Waiving IP protections alone isn’t enough to make vaccines available around the world. The 

countries must work with each other to expand manufacturing capabilities and support international 

vaccines. It’s important for both Indian manufacturers and the government to address concerns of 

patent holders to make sure that India’s vaccination drive is not compromised in any way. 

How does the OSIRIS-REx Mission of NASA help to understand the origin and evolution 

of the Earth? Explain.  (250 words) 
Reference:  Indian Express 
Why the question: 
On May 11, NASA’s Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, Security, Regolith 
Explorer (OSIRIS-REx) spacecraft will depart asteroid Bennu, and start its two-year long journey back 
to Earth. OSIRIS-REx is NASA’s first mission to visit a near-Earth asteroid, survey its surface and 
collect a sample from it. Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain in what way the OSIRIS-REx Mission of NASA help to understand the origin and evolution of 
the Earth. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what NASA’s OSIRIS-Rex mission is about. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Explain what the OSIRIS-REx mission is. This is NASA’s first mission meant to return a sample from the 
ancient asteroid. The mission is essentially a seven-year-long voyage and will conclude when at least 
60 grams of samples are delivered back to the Earth. As per NASA, the mission promises to bring the 
largest amount of extraterrestrial material back to our planet since the Apollo era. 
Scientists will use the asteroid samples to study the formation of the solar system and of habitable 
planets such as Earth. NASA will also distribute a part of the samples to laboratories worldwide and 
will reserve about 75 per cent of the samples for future generations who can study it with 
technologies not yet created. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with its importance. 
Introduction 

NASA’s OSIRIS-REx is the first U.S. mission to successfully collect a sample from an asteroid. On Oct. 

20, 2020, the spacecraft briefly touched down on Bennu, an asteroid more than 200 million miles 
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(321 million kilometres) from Earth, and grabbed dust and rocks from a sample site called 

Nightingale. 

Body 

Asteroid Bennu 

1. Asteroid Bennu is likely to contain material that contains molecules that were present when 

life first formed on Earth, where life forms are based on carbon atom chains. 

2. The asteroid is a B-type asteroid, implying that it contains significant amounts of carbon and 

various other minerals. 

3. Because of its high carbon content, the asteroid reflects about four per cent of the light that 

hits it, which is very low when compared with a planet like Venus, which reflects about 65 per cent 

of the light that hits it. 

4. Earth reflects about 30 per cent. Around 20-40 per cent of Bennu’s interior is empty space 

and scientists believe that it was formed in the first 10 million years of the solar system’s formation, 

implying that it is roughly 4.5 billion years old. 

5. Carbon atom chains form the basis of life on Earth, the report states. 

6. According to NASA, the organic material which scientists are hoping to find in the sample 

from Bennu does not come from Biology necessarily, but it could help them in further understanding 

how asteroids rich in organic material helped catalyse life on Earth. 

OSIRIS-REx mission in understanding origin of Earth 

1. OSIRIS-REx is the third major planetary science mission for NASA’s New Frontiers Program 

(after New Horizons launched in 2006 and Juno launched in 2011). 

2. OSIRIS-REx is an acronym for “Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, 

Security-Regolith Explorer.” 

3. The mission, developed by scientists at the University of Arizona, will give us more 

information about how the early solar system formed and about how life began. It will also help us 

better understand asteroids that could impact Earth in the future. 

4. Bennu is a leftover fragment from the tumultuous formation of the solar system. Some of 

the mineral fragments inside Bennu could be older than the solar system. 

5. These microscopic grains of dust could be the same ones that spewed from dying stars and 

eventually coalesced to make the Sun and its planets nearly 4.6 billion years ago. 

6. They will give insights into the origin of solar system, as well as the Earth. 

Conclusion 

The spacecraft, which in a touch-and-go mission landed on Bennu’s surface for five to 15 seconds, is 

fitted with cameras, a laser altimeter and a spectrometer, all to study the asteroid. If the spacecraft 

has been successful in collecting sufficient sample, then it would orbit the asteroid until a window 

for departure opens up next year. Otherwise, it would go in for another sample collection attempt in 

January 2021. 
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Discuss the need and benefits of imposing ecotax as part of environmental fiscal 

reforms in India. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article brings to us discussion on ecotax and its importance. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the need and benefits of imposing ecotax as part of environmental fiscal reforms in India. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what you understand by ecotax. 
Body: 
The answer body must explain in what way environmental fiscal reforms will reduce pollution and 
generate resources for financing the health sector. 
The Indian government announced a pandemic-related stimulus package in FY 2020-21 though there 
was large decline in tax revenue. The fiscal deficit for FY 2020-21 (revised estimates) is projected to 
be 9.5% of the GDP; for 2021-22, it is pegged at 6.8%. The focus is on maintaining fiscal discipline. In 
this peculiar scenario, sustained health financing in India remains a challenge. 
Explain in detail the need and benefits of imposing ecotax as part of environmental fiscal reforms in 
India. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced countries all over the world to rethink climate change and the 

need for preservation of the environment. Fiscal reforms for managing the environment are 

important, and India has great potential for revenue generation in this aspect. 

In this context, an Environmental tax is a novel idea to enforce or introduce taxes on substances, 

which pollute the environment, the ultimate aim being the substantial reduction of pollution. 

Body 
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Ecotax: objective and purpose 

The aim and purpose of environmental taxes is to curb or reduce the extent and amount of the use 

or consumption of harmful substances or activities, or depletion of a resource. Environmental tax 

reforms generally involve three complementary activities: 

1. Eliminating existing subsidies and taxes that have a harmful impact on the environment. 

2. Restructuring existing taxes in an environmentally supportive manner. 

3. Initiating new environmental taxes. 
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Taxes can be designed either as revenue neutral or revenue augmenting. In case of revenue 

augmenting, the additional revenue can either be targeted towards the provision of environmental 

public goods or directed towards the overall revenue pool. In developing countries like India, the 

revenue can be used to a greater extent for the provision of environmental public goods and 

addressing environmental health issues. 

Benefits of an ecotax in India 

The implementation of an environmental tax in India will have three broad benefits: fiscal, 

environmental and poverty reduction. 

1. Environmental tax reforms can mobilise revenues to finance basic public services when 

raising revenue through other sources proves to be difficult or burdensome. 

2. Revenue from environmental tax reforms can also be used to reduce other distorting taxes 

such as fiscal dividend. 

3. Environmental tax reforms help internalise the externalities, and the said revenue can 

finance research and the development of new technologies. 

4. Environmental regulations may have significant costs on the private sector in the form of 

slow productivity growth and high cost of compliance, resulting in the possible increase in the prices 

of goods and services. 

5. However, the European experience shows that most of the taxes also generate substantial 

revenue and there is no evidence on green taxes with sustainable development goals leading to a 

‘no growth’ economy. 

6. Most countries experiences suggest negligible impact on the GDP, though such revenues 

have not necessarily been used for environmental considerations. 

Conclusion 

Green taxes shall have a deterrent effect, sensitizing the citizens about pollution control and 

management. The eco tax rate may, thus, be fixed commensurate to the marginal social cost so 

evaluated. Hence, this is the right time for India to adopt environmental fiscal reforms. 

Discuss the concept of AI cloud. Examine it significance in adoption of AI strategy in 

India. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article brings to us insights on the concept of AI cloud and its significance. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the concept of AI cloud and examine it significance in adoption of AI strategy in 
India. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with definition of AI cloud in general. 
Body: 
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Explain that the AI cloud brings together AI hardware and software to deliver AI software-as-a-
service on hybrid cloud infrastructure. AI will make cloud computing significantly more effective. 
An AI cloud consists of a shared infrastructure for AI use cases, supporting numerous projects and AI 
workloads simultaneously, on cloud infrastructure at any given point in time. 
The AI cloud brings together AI hardware and software (including open source) to deliver AI 
software-as-a-service on hybrid cloud infrastructure, providing enterprises access to AI and enabling 
them to harness AI capabilities. 
Discuss then the advantages of AI cloud. The most compelling advantages of AI cloud are the 
challenges it addresses. It democratizes AI, making it more accessible. By lowering adoption costs 
and facilitating co-creation and innovation, it drives AI-powered transformation for enterprises. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with its importance to India. 
Introduction 

The AI cloud, a concept only now starting to be implemented by enterprises, combines artificial 

intelligence (AI) with cloud computing. Two factors are driving it: AI tools and software delivering 

new, increased value to cloud computing which is no more just an economical option for data 

storage and computation but playing a significant role in AI adoption. 

Body 

Concept of AI cloud 

1. An AI cloud consists of a shared infrastructure for AI use cases, supporting numerous 

projects and AI workloads simultaneously, on cloud infrastructure at any given point in time. 

2. The AI cloud brings together AI hardware and software (including open source) to deliver AI 

software-as-a-service on hybrid cloud infrastructure, providing enterprises access to AI and enabling 

them to harness AI capabilities. 

3. A significant amount of processing power is required to run AI algorithms, making it 

unaffordable for many enterprises, but this deterrent is being eliminated by the recent availability of 

AI software-as-a-service, on the lines of software-as-a-service or infrastructure-as-a-service. 

Significance in the context of AI strategy for India 

1. The most compelling advantages of AI cloud are the challenges it addresses. It democratises 

AI, making it more accessible. 

2. By lowering adoption costs and facilitating co-creation and innovation, it drives AI-powered 

transformation for enterprises. 

3. The cloud is veritably becoming a force multiplier for AI, making AI-driven insights available 

for everyone. 

4. Besides, though cloud computing technology now is far more prevalent than the use of AI 

itself, we can safely assume that AI will make cloud computing significantly more effective. 

5. AI-driven initiatives, providing strategic inputs for decision-making, are backed by the cloud’s 

flexibility, agility, and scale to power such intelligence massively. 

6. The cloud dramatically increases the scope and sphere of influence of AI, beginning with the 

user enterprise itself and then in the larger marketplace. 
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7. In fact, AI and the cloud will feed off each other, aiding the true potential of AI flower 

through the cloud. 

8. Considering the new push from Niti Ayog on Artificial intelligence, AI cloud can augment the 

efforts in this area by providing the necessary agility and speed. 

Conclusion 

Enterprise software integrated with AI is now the primary way of using AI and such software is 

increasingly cloud-based, helping in making AI cloud more real. Future exists in collaborating with 

enterprises to create domain specific scenarios and models for different industries such as telecom, 

manufacturing, healthcare, finance, and insurance. Verticals that can help in quickly weaving AI 

capabilities to realise their vision of becoming an AI-first enterprise. 

Account for the evolution of space exploration journey and discuss how to manage 

the emerging challenges in the new space age so as to prevent outer space from 

being a global common to turning into a tragedy of commons. (250 words) 
Reference:  Economic TImes 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the theme of space exploration. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the evolution of space exploration journey and highlight the emerging challenges while 
suggesting solutions to address the same. 
Directive: 
Account – Weigh up to what extent something is true. Persuade the reader of your argument by 
citing relevant research but also remember to point out any flaws and counter- arguments as well. 
Conclude by stating clearly how far you are in agreement with the original proposition. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with key facts on the space age we are living in. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Discuss the significance of space age first. Give recent space endeavors and justify. 
Highlight the challenges being faced in achieving these space journey goals. 
Suggest what should be the way forward to effectively deal with the concerns.. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

Historically the space missions were led at a country level. Since the first manned spaceflight of Yuri 

Gagarin in 1961 and Apollo-11 he spaceflight that first landed humans on the moon, space programs 

have always been under the strict purview of the respective governments. However, it all changed in 

2012 when a teardrop-shaped capsule, packed with cargo and supplies, docked at the International 

Space Station. 

There is proliferation of space exploratory missions today, raising issues of space debris, 

weaponization and also space dominance turning space into tragedy of commons problem. 

Body 

Evolution of space exploration journey 
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1. Only the United States has sent people beyond low Earth orbit, but experts say U.S. pre-

eminence in space could be challenged. 

2. China became the third nation to independently launch a human into orbit in 2003 and its 

capabilities have since grown. 

3. The People’s Liberation Army is seen as a driver of the Chinese space program, the 

ambitions of which include sending people to the moon and building a space station. 

4. Meanwhile, India launched its first unmanned mission to Mars in late 2013, and its probe 

entered Mars’s orbit in September 2014. 

5. The Indian Space Research Organisation has since reached an agreement with NASA on 

subsequent explorations of Mars. 

6. China and the United Arab Emirates successfully sent spacecraft to orbit Mars in February 

2021, the same month that NASA landed its rover there; the Chinese mission includes its own 

robotic explorer. 

Recent explorations in space 

1. Indian Space Research Organisation’s (ISRO) Mars Orbiter Mission completed six years of 

orbiting Mars. 

2. NASA’s Perseverance rover landed on Mars on Feb 18th 2020 at an ancient river delta and 

lakebed where microscopic life may have once flourished. The rover will drill into the dry crust, 

collecting samples for eventual return to Earth. 

3. China’s orbiter-rover duo Tianwen-1 — quest for heavenly truth — also will hunt for signs of 

bygone life. 

4. Japan brought back pieces of asteroid Ryugu — its second asteroid batch in a decade. 

5. NASA’s Osiris-Rex spacecraft vacuumed up handfuls of gravel from asteroid Bennu in 

October for return in 2023. 

6. In November 2020, four astronauts rode a SpaceX Dragon capsule to the International Space 

Station. Three weeks later, SpaceX launched its biggest cargo shipment yet to the space station for 

NASA. 

7. Aditya-L1: It will be India’s first solar observatory to be launched around 2022 which will be 

placed at the first Lagrangian point (L1) between the Sun and Earth, where the dynamic gravitational 

attraction between these two bodies roughly cancels out. 

Challenges in the new space age 

1. The space around Earth is quickly being filled with satellites. Fifty nations have a presence in 

space. Some satellites are military, others are commercial. 

2. The part of the reason for the current sorry state of orbit is the lack of well-defined property 

rights. 

3. Space is a commons, where any nation’s decision to test an anti-satellite weapon, in the 

process creating gobs of junk, is unpunishable. 
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4. Both private and government satellite owners have an incentive to protect their equipment 

while it’s operating—but not thereafter. 

5. Space junk is pollution, and as we have learned on earth there must be a clear line of 

responsibility for pollution, or public spaces will be ruined. 

6. National and commercial interests are increasingly tied to space in political, economic and 

military arenas. Beyond fanciful notions of solar energy satellites, fusion energy and orbiting hotels, 

contemporary political issues such as nuclear non-proliferation, economic development, 

cybersecurity and human rights are also intimately tied to outer space. 

7. Private companies, such as SpaceX, are working to dramatically lower the cost of launching 

payloads into low Earth orbit, which has long stood at approximately $10,000 per pound. Such 

innovation holds the promise of opening up space to new development. 

8. It also raises concerns over the sustainability of space operations. 

9. At the same time, the Trump administration’s public desire to launch a Space Force has 

fuelled concerns over a new arms race, which, if created, could exacerbate both the issues of space 

weapons and debris. 

Conclusion 

Coordination between sovereign nations is possible, as was shown in the golden age of space law. By 

finding common ground, including the importance of sustainable development, we can ensure that 

humanity’s development of space is less a race than a peaceful march – not a flags and footprints 

mission for one nation, but a destination serving the development of science, the economy and the 

betterment of international relations. 

Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact 

assessment 

Expediting climate finance to deal with climate change related risk still remains a key 

challenge in the developing countries. In this background, discuss the prospects of 

climate financing in India. (250 words) 
Reference: Down to Earth 

Introduction 

Climate finance refers to local, national or transnational financing – drawn from public, private and 

alternative sources of financing -that seeks to support mitigation and adaptation actions that will 

address climate change. Climate finance is needed for mitigation, because large-scale investments 

are required to significantly reduce emissions. Climate finance is equally important for adaptation, as 

significant financial resources are needed to adapt to the adverse effects and reduce the impacts of 

a changing climate. 

Body 

Background 

1. The Global Environment Facility (GEF) has served as an operating entity of the financial 

mechanism since the Convention’s entry into force in 1994. 
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2. At Copenhagen COP 15, in 2009, under Copenhagen Accord, developed countries committed 

to provide developing countries with “scaled up, new and additional, predictable and adequate 

funding” with a target of mobilizing $100 billion per year by 2020 from a “wide variety of sources, 

public and private, bilateral and multilateral, including alternative sources of finance”. 

3. Furthermore, governments committed to establish the Green Climate Fund, through which 

“a significant portion of this financing should flow”. 

4. At COP 16 (2010), Parties established the Green Climate Fund (GCF) and in 2011 (COP 17) 

also designated it as an operating entity of the financial mechanism. 

Challenge of expediting climate finance in developing countries 

1. Amounts are not at all sufficient – for instance, global annual fossil fuel subsidies together 

with their externalities cost about $5.3 trillion. 

2. An AdaptationWatch report found that of over 5000 adaptation projects worth $10.1 billion 

supported by OECD countries, three-quarters lacked a clear connection to addressing vulnerability to 

climate change. 

3. Although countries agreed at Katowice COP 24 to initiate formal discussions on the new 

post-2025 mobilization goal in 2020, countries such as India believe that a decision to initiate 

deliberations is weaker than a decision to start the process of setting this goal. 

4. Even 10 years after COP 15, there is no commonly agreed universal definition of what type 

of finance can be counted as climate finance in support of the Copenhagen pledge under GCF. 

5. There is a disagreement on a whole set of qualitative and normative criteria that should 

provide the framework for how public climate finance is mobilized, governed and disbursed. 

6. These include questions such as the additionality (on top of or as part of official 

development assistance) or predictability of climate finance. 

Prospects of climate financing in India 

1. The Indian government recently announced the enhancement of solar energy targets under 

the National Solar Mission to 100 GW by 2019 as compared to the initial aim of 22 GW by 2022, 

targeting nearly US$100 billion in renewable energy investments over the next five years. 

2. It also established a National Adaptation Fund with an initial funding of Rs.100 crore 

(approximately US$16 million) as budgetary support towards climate change. 

3. While this flurry of activity indicates a commitment on part of the government towards low-

carbon and climate resilient development, it also establishes a strong case for identifying the existing 

and future sources of climate finance to support such activities. 

4. The RBI has noted the importance of climate-related financial disclosures and private green 

finance as necessary to generate the enormous amounts of investments are required to combat 

climate change and bring about a transformation towards sustainable and low carbon development. 

Conclusion 

There still doesn’t exist an operational definition of what counts as “climate finance” or “new and 

additional”. Clarifying these definitional and accounting issues in a consultative way, with an eye on 

post-2025 actions, would go a long way towards increasing trust and scaling up collective action. 
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What do you mean by climate forcing? Explain the factors that cause the Earth’s 

climate to change. (250 words) 
Reference:  Eco Watch 
Why the question: 
The question is premised on the topic of climate Forcings and its effect on Earth’s climate. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss what you understand by climate forcing and explain the factors that cause Earth’s climate to 
change. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with definition of climate forcing. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Explain the meaning of climate forcing and related phenomenon with relevant examples. 
Discuss various natural; Solar Irradiance, Volcanic Eruptions, Plate tectonics etc. and anthropogenic 
causes of climate change. 
Variations in the Earth’s Orbit and anthropogenic causes of climate change. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with solutions to address and mitigate the challenge of climate change before us. 
Introduction 

Climate forcing is the physical process of affecting the climate on the Earth through a number of 

forcing factors. These factors are specifically known as forcings because they drive the climate to 

change, and it is important to note that these forcings exist outside of the existing climate system. 

Body 

Climate forcing: Concept 

1. The climate system includes the hydrosphere, land surface, the cryosphere, the biosphere, 

and atmosphere. 

2. Examples of some of the most important types of forcings include: variations in solar 

radiation levels, volcanic eruptions, changing albedo, and changing levels of greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere. 

3. Each of these are considered external forcings because these events change independently 

of the climate, perhaps as a result of changes in solar activity or human-caused fossil fuel 

combustion. 

4. Typically, the climate is affected due to some modification in the Earth’s energy flow. 

5. Since temperature and other characteristics that define climate are constrained by energy 

flows in and out of the planet, all of the physical processes that are capable of modifying these flows 

are important to modelling climate change. 

6. The Earth responds to these forcings by establishing a new balance at a new temperature. 

This new steady state is a forced steady state as it is not the natural state, rather it was caused as a 

result of human activities. 
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7. The rate at which the climate changes in response to forcing – particularly positive radiative 

forcing – depends on factors such as how well the ocean can store heat. 

Factors causing Earth’s climate change 

1. Natural causes include volcano eruptions, ocean currents and orbital changes, but these 

sources generally have smaller and shorter-term environmental impacts. 

2. Increased solar radiation triggering the Ice Ages to the asteroid strike that rapidly raised 

global temperatures and eliminated dinosaurs and many other species in the process was the 

consequence of Climate Change by natural causes. 

3. Humanity’s increased use of fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas to generate electricity, run 

cars and other forms of transport, and power manufacturing and industry. 

4. Rapid Deforestation: It is one of the biggest causes because living trees absorb and store 

carbon dioxide. Land degradation and cutting trees incessantly have depleted the rich carbon sink. 

Eg: Amazon forests are called the lungs of the earth. 

5. Increasingly intensive agriculture which emits greenhouse gases like methane and nitrous 

oxide. 

6. Anthropogenic causes are rapidly increasing the pace og climate change and one of them is 

global warming. 

7. The industrial activities that our modern civilization depends upon have raised atmospheric 

carbon dioxide levels from 280 parts per million to 414 parts per million in the last 150 years. 

8. The IPCC panel also concluded there’s a better than 95 percent probability that human-

produced greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide have caused much 

of the observed increase in Earth’s temperatures over the past 50 years. 

Conclusion 

It’s taken centuries to reach a climate tipping point, with just a matter of decades left to prevent the 

worst-case climate scenarios from happening. But there’s still hope of controlling a warming climate 

as long as individuals, companies and nations make an immediate concerted effort to lower 

greenhouse gas emissions. As the world already experienced with the COVID-19 pandemic, a rapid 

unified response can make all the difference. 

Discuss how the climate emergency is converging with other threats to drive new 

displacement and increase the vulnerability of those already forced to flee. (250 

words) 
Reference:  unhcr.org 
Why the question: 
New data visualization by UNHCR shows how the climate emergency is converging with other threats 
to drive new displacement and increase the vulnerability of those already forced to flee. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss how the climate emergency is converging with other threats to drive new displacement and 
increase the vulnerability of those already forced to flee. 
Directive: 
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Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with facts brought out by the report. And explain who is a Climate Refugee or Migrant. 
Body: 
UNHCR recently released a new data visualization – ‘Displaced on the frontlines of the climate 
emergency’. It shows how our warming world is compounding risks for people already living with 
conflict and instability, driving further displacement, and often decreasing possibilities for return. 
Refugees, internally displaced people (IDPs) and stateless persons are on the frontlines of the climate 
emergency. Many are living in climate “hotspots” where they typically lack the resources to adapt to 
an increasingly inhospitable environment. 
Explain how Climate change is causing migration. Narrate the issues faced by these migrants or 
refugees. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with solutions to address these issues. 
Introduction 

A new data visualization shows how the climate emergency is converging with other threats to drive 

new displacement and increase the vulnerability of those already forced to flee. The impacts of our 

changing climate are being felt worldwide, but countries already struggling with conflict, poverty and 

high levels of displacement are dealing with some of the most severe effects. 

Body 

Background 

1. The climate emergency is the defining crisis of our time and displacement is one of its most 

devastating consequences. 

2. Entire populations are already suffering the impacts, but vulnerable people living in some of 

the most fragile and conflict-affected countries are disproportionately affected. 

3. Over the past decade, weather-related events triggered an average of 21.5 million new 

displacements each year – more than twice as many as displacements caused by conflict and 

violence. 

Climate emergency converging with other threats leading to displacement 

1. From Afghanistan to Central America, droughts, flooding and other extreme weather events 

are hitting those least equipped to recover and adapt. 

2. Mozambique is experiencing a similar confluence of conflict and multiple disasters with one 

cyclone after another battering the country’s central region while increasing violence and turmoil to 

the north displaces hundreds of thousands of people. 

3. In Bangladesh, more than 870,000 Rohingya refugees who fled violence in Myanmar are now 

exposed to increasingly frequent and intense cyclones and flooding. 

4. In 2018, the World Bank estimated that three regions (Latin America, sub-Saharan Africa, 

and Southeast Asia) will generate 143 million more climate migrants by 2050. 
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5. Large-scale human migration due to resource scarcity, increased frequency of extreme 

weather events, and other factors, particularly in the developing countries in the earth’s low 

latitudinal band. 

1. Eg: Tropical Cyclone Idai struck the southeast coast of Mozambique. The U.N. High 

Commissioner for Refugees reported that 1.85 million people needed assistance. 146,000 people 

were internally displaced, and Mozambique scrambled to house them in 155 temporary sites. 

6. Food security: Intensifying intra- and inter-state competition for food, water, and other 

resources, particularly in the Middle East and North Africa. 

7. There will be increased outbreaks of diseases and pandemics which will be another push 

factor for migration. 

8. Rising sea levels: The clearest examples are in the Pacific Islands. The sea level is rising at a 

rate of 12 millimeters per year in the western Pacific and has already submerged eight islands. Two 

more are on the brink of disappearing, prompting a wave of migration to larger countries. 

9. In South Asia, increasing temperatures, sea level rise, more frequent cyclones, flooding of 

river systems fed by melting glaciers, and other extreme weather events are exacerbating current 

internal and international migration patterns. 

In addition to the direct impacts of more frequent and intense disasters on forced movements, 

climate change is aggravating other drivers of displacement — worsening poverty, food insecurity, 

water shortages and access to other natural resources that communities rely on for survival. 

Need of the hour 

1. New international initiatives allowing disaster migration: The Nansen Initiative proposes 

creating a new ‘protection agenda’ in which states would agree to allow people to cross 

international borders after natural disasters. 

2. The agreement which is currently being developed represents the most promising way of 

allowing people to move legally and safely after disasters – including disasters that are linked to 

climate change. 

3. Migration as Adaptation to climate change: In the face of slowly unfolding climate change 

impacts, people may need to migrate as a way of adapting to climate change. 

1. There is a great deal of international negotiations regarding Adaptation, including UN Paris 

meeting, and many argue that migration must be recognized as a valid form of adaptation. 

4. Using and modifying existing laws to help people move after disasters: Governments also 

have several existing options that they should use more readily to assist people who need to cross 

borders after disasters. 

0. For example, many countries have offered temporary humanitarian visas to people 

who have been forced to move by disasters. 

5. Protecting the rights of internally displaced people: Existing international agreements 

already protect the rights of people who are forced to move internally by disasters or conflict. 

0. The key agreement is the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. 
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1. Governments will increasingly need to act during climate-linked disasters to ensure 

that the principles are properly applied. 

6. In a historic ruling on January 21, 2020, the United Nations (UN) declared that ‘countries 

cannot deport people who have sought asylum due to climate-related threats. 

7. The UN’s January declaration is a step in the right direction, and we can only hope that it 

leads to an international law to help tackle the massive climate crisis and help the affected people. 

Conclusion 

Estimates predict that without ambitious climate action and disaster risk reduction, the number of 

people in need of humanitarian assistance due to disasters could increase to 200 million annually by 

2050 – nearly twice the current number. The longer we delay action to support poorer countries 

that are highly vulnerable to climate change, the worse the consequences are likely to be, making 

responses even more complex and costly. 

Biomedical waste generation during Covid times has added to the concerns of heath 

management. In light of the situation, enumerate the issues related to biomedical 

waste generation and suggest measures to overcome the challenge. (250 words)  

Reference: Live Mint 

Introduction 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic in India, Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB), Ministry of 

Environment, Forest & Climate has published guidelines for the management of waste generated 

during treatment/diagnosis/quarantine of COVID-19 patients. If waste management is not given due 

importance, the crisis may amplify and lead to more transmission and contamination of public 

places. 

Body 

Issues related to biomedical waste generation 

1. Health risk: This waste has created new biomedical waste crisis and posing a health risk to 

sanitation workers and garbage collectors. E.g. Over 40 sanitation workers have tested positive for 

COVID-19 and 15 have lost their lives in Delhi. 

2. Lack of segregation: Municipalities pick up COVID-19 biomedical waste from houses, but it 

often has other household waste mixed in it. This decreases the efficiency of the incinerators at 

waste treatment plants as it results in greater emissions and unburnt ash. 

3. Large volume of waste generated: Before the COVID-19 outbreak, there was 500 grams of 

biomedical waste per bed daily. Now, it is between 2.5kg to 4kg per bed and a large COVID-19 

facility can generate 1800 to 2200 kg of biomedical waste per day. 

4. Overburdened disposal Capacity: PPE are being used everywhere, from hotels to hospitals, 

railway stations to airports, crematoriums to burial grounds so, the disposal mechanisms available in 

the cities are not equipped to deal with this huge volume. 

5. Investment in incinerators is also a problem, as this infection (COVID-19) is episodic, the 

machines may not be useful once cases start decreasing. 

Key guidelines for Covid-19 biomedical waste management 
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1. Procedure of Disposal: The biomedical waste must be segregated in coloured bags (Yellow, 

Red, White and Blue) according to the category of the waste. It can be stored up till 48hrs after 

which it is either needed to be treated at insitu site or collected by the worker from CBMWTF. 

2. Collection and segregation of waste: Use dedicated trolleys and collection bins in COVID-19 

isolation wards and label “COVID-19 Waste” to be pasted on these items. 

1. Depute dedicated sanitation workers separately for biomedical waste and general solid 

waste so that waste can be collected and transferred timely to temporary waste storage area. 

3. Transportation and disposal of waste: COVID-19 garbage is collected and taken in a 

separate vehicle for proper disposal as biomedical waste either to a CBWTF or a waste-to-energy 

plant, where it is then either incinerated, autoclaved (sterilised for shredding and recycling) or burnt 

to produce energy. 

4. Quantification and tracking the movement of COVID-19 waste needed to be carried out by 

all quarantine centres though the CPCB’s biomedical waste tracking mobile application called 

COVID19BWM. 

5. Role of nodal authorities – Designated trained nodal officers for biomedical waste 

management in hospitals must be made responsible for training waste handlers about infection 

prevention measures. 

6. Record maintenance and monitoring: Maintain and update bio-medical waste management 

register and record for operation of incineration, hydro or autoclaving etc, also review and monitor 

the activities related to biomedical waste management through committee. 

7. Establish GPS and Bar-coding facility at Common biomedical waste treatment facility. 

Conclusion 

The Centre should incentivise start-ups and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) offering solutions 

for Covid-19 waste segregation and treatment. There should be constant and regular monitoring by 

the central and state PCBs, Health Departments in the states/UTs and by the high-level task team at 

Central level with further coordination by CPCB. 

What is the Great Nicobar Development Plan? Discuss the concerns over it . (250 

words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
Recently, the Environment Appraisal Committee that had earlier flagged concerns over the NITI 
Aayog’s Great Nicobar Plan, has now recommended it for grant of terms of reference. Thus the 
question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain what Great Nicobar Development Plan is and its importance while also discussing the 
concerns over it . 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what the Great Nicobar Development Plan is. 
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Body: 
The Plan envisages the use of 244 sq.km. region of the Great Nicobar region for development 
purposes. 
NITI Aayog’s   Great Nicobar Development plan aims to promote the holistic development of Greater 
Nicobar. Based on that, the Standing Committee of the National Board for Wildlife (NBWL) denotified 
the entire Galathea Bay Wildlife Sanctuary for building port and other related infrastructure. This 
would facilitate the realization of NITI Aayog’s master plan for the development of the great Nicobar 
island. However, experts have expressed concern that this rapid development can lead to disastrous 
consequences. 
Then move onto discuss concerns over the Great Nicobar Development Plan; Geological Volatility, 
Impact on Biodiversity, Issues confronting Galathea Bay, trbial rights etc. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with recommendations of the committee hinting at solutions. 
Introduction 

NITI Aayog’s Great Nicobar Development plan aims to promote the holistic development of Greater 

Nicobar. Based on that, the Standing Committee of the National Board for Wildlife (NBWL) 

denotified the entire Galathea Bay Wildlife Sanctuary for building port and other related 

infrastructure. 

Body 

Great Nicobar Development Plan 

1. The overall Great Nicobar Development plan envisages the use of about 244 sq. km. region 

for development purposes. 

2. Phase one of the plan includes below projects. 

1. To construct, 22 sq. km. airport complex 

2. Transhipment port (TSP) at South Bay and 

3. Parallel-to-the-coast mass rapid transport system and 

4. Free trade zone and warehousing complex on the southwestern coast. 

3. Finally, Andaman and Nicobar Islands Integrated Development Corporation (ANIIDCO) will 

be the nodal agency for the implementation of the Great Nicobar Development plan. 

The Environment Appraisal Committee (EAC) – Infrastructure I of the Ministry of Environment, 

Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) has flagged serious concerns about NITI Aayog’s ambitious 

project 

Concerns associated with the plan 

1. Trees to be felled: The committee also noted that there were no details of the trees to be 

felled — a number that could run into millions since 130 sq. km. of the project area has some of the 

finest tropical forests in India. 

2. Threat to fauna: Any construction in the region threatens the survival of certain important 

organisms. The beaches at the mouth of the river Galathea in South Bay are among the most 

prominent nesting sites of Giant leatherback turtles. Similarly, 90% of the Nicobar megapode’s 

nesting sites are within a distance of 30 m from the shore. 
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3. Geological vulnerability: Andaman & Nicobar Islands are located in seismic zone V. Further, 

the Andaman & Nicobar observe frequent storms and cyclones. This can easily destroy constructed 

structures. 

1. For instance, in 2004 Tsunami caused a 3-4 metre land subsidence. This is the reason for the 

submergence of a lighthouse located at Indira point. 

4. Biodiversity: The Galathia Bay Wildlife Sanctuary forms part of a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site. So, preservation of this pristine biodiversity is an International Obligation of India. 

5. Information Deficit: The rationale, process of creation, and other relevant provisions of the 

plan are still not publicly available. 

6. Ecological surveys in the last few years have reported a number of new species, many 

restricted to just the Galathea region. These include the critically endangered Nicobar shrew, the 

Great Nicobar crake, the Nicobar frog, the Nicobar cat snake, a new skink (Lipinia sp), a new lizard 

(Dibamus sp,) and a snake of the Lycodon sp that is yet to be described. 

Way forward 

1. There is a need for an independent assessment of terrestrial and marine biodiversity, to 

rightly determine the impact. 

2. A study on the impact of dredging, reclamation and port operations, including oil spills (to 

be carried out by nationally recognised institutions such as the Wildlife Institute of India, IISc or 

the Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology and Natural History) is required before proceeding. 

3. There is a need for studies of alternative sites for the port with a focus on environmental 

and ecological impact, especially on turtles and analysis of risk-handling capabilities. 

Discuss the emerging issues in biomedical waste management due to Covid-19, what 

will be the challenges in waste management before the World owing to it? (250 

words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The worsening pandemic scenario has resulted in a massive spike in biomedical waste generated 
across the countries. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the emerging issues in biomedical waste management due to Covid-19 and explain what will 
be the challenges in waste management before the World owing to it. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with few key facts that hint at the problem in question. 
Body: 
Define what biomedical waste are; biomedical waste or hospital waste is any kind of waste 
containing infectious (or potentially infectious) materials. It may also include waste associated with 
the generation of biomedical waste that visually appears to be of medical or laboratory origin (e.g. 
packaging, unused bandages, infusion kits etc.), as well research laboratory waste containing 
biomolecules or organisms that are mainly restricted from environmental release. Biomedical waste 
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is generated from biological and medical sources and activities, such as the diagnosis, prevention, or 
treatment of diseases. 
Then discuss the emerging issues in biomedical waste management due to Covid. 
Bring out the challenges in waste management due to Covid. 
Suggest measures to deal with increased biomedical waste. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

The worsening pandemic scenario has resulted in a massive spike in biomedical waste generated in 

India. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic in India, Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB), 

Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate has published guidelines for the management of waste 

generated during treatment/diagnosis/quarantine of COVID-19 patients. If waste management is not 

given due importance, the crisis may amplify and lead to more transmission and contamination of 

public places. 

 Body 

Issues related to biomedical waste generation 

1. Health risk: This waste has created new biomedical waste crisis and posing a health risk to 

sanitation workers and garbage collectors. E.g. Over 40 sanitation workers have tested positive for 

COVID-19 and 15 have lost their lives in Delhi. 

2. Lack of segregation: Municipalities pick up COVID-19 biomedical waste from houses, but it 

often has other household waste mixed in it. This decreases the efficiency of the incinerators at 

waste treatment plants as it results in greater emissions and unburnt ash. 

3. Large volume of waste generated: Before the COVID-19 outbreak, there was 500 grams of 

biomedical waste per bed daily. Now, it is between 2.5kg to 4kg per bed and a large COVID-19 

facility can generate 1800 to 2200 kg of biomedical waste per day. 

4. Overburdened disposal Capacity: PPE are being used everywhere, from hotels to hospitals, 

railway stations to airports, crematoriums to burial grounds so, the disposal mechanisms available in 

the cities are not equipped to deal with this huge volume. 

5. Investment in incinerators is also a problem, as this infection (COVID-19) is episodic, the 

machines may not be useful once cases start decreasing. 

Key guidelines for Covid-19 biomedical waste management 

1. Procedure of Disposal: The biomedical waste must be segregated in coloured bags (Yellow, 

Red, White and Blue) according to the category of the waste. It can be stored up till 48hrs after 

which it is either needed to be treated at insitu site or collected by the worker from CBMWTF. 

2. Collection and segregation of waste: Use dedicated trolleys and collection bins in COVID-19 

isolation wards and label “COVID-19 Waste” to be pasted on these items. 

1. Depute dedicated sanitation workers separately for biomedical waste and general solid 

waste so that waste can be collected and transferred timely to temporary waste storage area. 

3. Transportation and disposal of waste: COVID-19 garbage is collected and taken in a 

separate vehicle for proper disposal as biomedical waste either to a CBWTF or a waste-to-energy 
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plant, where it is then either incinerated, autoclaved (sterilised for shredding and recycling) or burnt 

to produce energy. 

4. Quantification and tracking the movement of COVID-19 waste needed to be carried out by 

all quarantine centres though the CPCB’s biomedical waste tracking mobile application called 

COVID19BWM. 

5. Role of nodal authorities – Designated trained nodal officers for biomedical waste 

management in hospitals must be made responsible for training waste handlers about infection 

prevention measures. 

6. Record maintenance and monitoring: Maintain and update bio-medical waste management 

register and record for operation of incineration, hydro or autoclaving etc, also review and monitor 

the activities related to biomedical waste management through committee. 

7. Establish GPS and Bar-coding facility at Common biomedical waste treatment facility. 

Conclusion 

The Centre should incentivise start-ups and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) offering solutions 

for Covid-19 waste segregation and treatment. There should be constant and regular monitoring by 

the central and state PCBs, Health Departments in the states/UTs and by the high-level task team at 

Central level with further coordination by CPCB. 

The Beema Bamboo can be an excellent choice for making the earth greener and 

mitigating climate change. Elucidate. (250 words) 
Reference:  Down to Earth 
Why the question: 
The Tamil Nadu Agricultural University (TNAU) has designed an ‘oxygen park’ within its premises at 
Coimbatore with Beema Bamboo. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the significance of Beema Bamboo as an excellent choice for making the earth greener and 
mitigating climate change. 
Directive: 
Elucidate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what Beema Bamboo is. 
Body: 
Beema or Bheema Bamboo is a superior clone, selected from Bambusa balcooa, a higher biomass 
yielding bamboo species. This bamboo clone has been developed by the conventional breeding 
method. 
This species is considered to be one of the fastest-growing plants. It grows one-and-a-half feet per 
day under tropical conditions. It is said to be the best ‘carbon sink’ to mitigate carbon dioxide 
emissions. 
List down its importance and advantages of cultivating it. 
Explain how it is an excellent choice for making the earth greener and mitigating climate change. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 
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In this era of global warming and climate change, it is imperative for humanity to take earnest 

measures for mitigating human-made disasters. Beema or Bheema Bamboo is a superior clone, 

selected from Bambusa balcooa, a higher biomass yielding bamboo species. This bamboo clone has 

been developed by the conventional breeding method. Beema Bamboo has been developed by N 

Bharathi of Growmore Biotech Ltd, the Agri-Technology company based at Hosur, Tamil Nadu. 

Body 

Beema Bamboo and potential in mitigating climate change 

1. The Tamil Nadu Agricultural University (TNAU) has designed an ‘oxygen park’ within its 

premises at Coimbatore with Beema Bamboo. 

2. This species is considered to be one of the fastest-growing plants. It grows one-and-a-half 

feet per day under tropical conditions. 

3. It is said to be the best ‘carbon sink’ to mitigate carbon dioxide emissions. A fully-grown 

bamboo tree may generate over 300 kilograms of oxygen annually and it may be sufficient for one 

person for one year. 

4. A four-year-old bamboo may absorb over 400 kg of carbon dioxide per annum from the 

surrounding areas. 

5. Bamboo raised on one acre can sequester 80 tonnes of carbon dioxide annually. 

6. This clone is thorn-less and sterile. The plants developed through tissue culture are free from 

pest and disease, vigorous and superior and they can grow in the field for more than hundred years 

without any replanting. 

7. Beema Bamboo is not a product of genetically modified organisms. In this case, new culms 

only grow around the mother shoot and hence it is non-invasive. A culm is the hollow stem of a grass 

or cereal plant, especially that bearing the flower. 

8. As it is sterile, this bamboo does not produce any seed and does not die also for several 

hundred years and keeps growing without death. As a result, this particular bamboo species can be 

able to establish permanent green cover. 

9. Since the plants are produced through tissue culture, the culms grow almost solid and adapt 

to different soil and climatic conditions. After every harvest cycle, it re-grows and does not require 

replanting for decades. 

Conclusion 

A two-year-old Beema Bamboo, when planted in the soil, grows at a speed of 1.5 foot per day and 

reaches a maximum height of 30 feet in 4 weeks. The Beema Bamboo can be an excellent choice for 

making the earth greener and mitigating climate change. 

Explain the need to reduce global methane emissions and advance to abatement, 

recovery, and use of methane as a clean energy source. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The ‘Global Methane Assessment: Benefits and Costs of Mitigating Methane Emissions’ report has 
been released by the Climate & Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) together with the United Nations 
Environment Programme. 
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Key Demand of the question: 
Explain the need to reduce global methane emissions and advance to abatement, recovery, and use 
of methane as a clean energy source. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with some key facts related to global methane emissions. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Explain why do we need to reduce methane? – A potent greenhouse gas, contributes to Ground-level 
ozone, Alarming rate of increase etc. 
Then move on to explain the Potential benefits of Methane reduction. 
Explain the Methane emissions reduction potential of different sectors. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that urgent steps must be taken to reduce methane emissions this decade. Given the wide 
range of impacts from methane, the societal, economic, and environmental benefits of acting are 
numerous and far outweigh the costs. 
Introduction 

Methane gets produced when living things decompose and is also found in natural gas. Most 

anthropogenic methane emissions come from three sectors viz Fossil-fuels due to oil and gas 

extraction, processing, and distribution account for 23 per cent, and coal mining accounts for 12 per 

cent of emissions. The waste sector from landfills and wastewater account for about 20 per cent of 

emissions. 

Body 
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Need to reduce global methane emissions 

1. Other gases under action: Methane constitutes nearly one-fifth of the total global 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

2. All the other emissions are being cut-down under several protocols like aerosols under 

Montreal Protocol. 

3. Therefore, Methane seems to be the odd priority at the moment in order to achieve the 

target of 1.5 degree rise under Paris Climate Agreement. 

4. Continued Emissions: Human-caused methane emissions have been incessantly increasing, 

that too at a rate faster than any time known. 

5. Even the pandemic-induced economic slowdown that worked its charm for carbon dioxide 

(CO2) emissions, could not reduce Methane emissions, according to data recently released by the 

United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 

6. Powerful GHG: Methane has greater potential to cause warming, nearly responsible for 30 

per cent of warming since pre-industrial times. 

7. Here Methane can be less devastating in the fact that it stays for lesser time in Atmosphere 

than Carbon. 

Need to mitigate and use methane as clean energy source 

1. Methane coming in from the fossil fuel sector can be curbed as it is relatively easy to locate, 

fix methane leaks and reduce venting of the same into Atmosphere. 

2. Targeted measures (60% of these are low-cost) to limit emissions from waste and agriculture 

sector are required. 
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3. Authorities around the World are looking to limit Methane more. European Union Methane 

Strategy drawn by EU has been out to plan. 

4. Joe Biden collaborated a Leaders Summit on Climate in April that encouraged the leaders to 

call for reductions in methane. 

5. Net Zero Producers Forum frames pragmatic net-zero strategies, including methane 

abatement for oil and gas production. This is led by U.S., Canada, Norway, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. 

6. With increasing emissions, we need to up the ante. Europe has the greatest potential to curb 

methane coming from agricultural sources. 

7. Mitigation lies differently across different regions. India has the greatest potential to reduce 

methane emissions in the waste sector. 

8. China’s mitigation potential is found best in coal production and livestock, while Africa’s 

potential lies in livestock, followed by oil and gas. 

Conclusion 

Urgent steps must be taken to reduce methane emissions this decade. Given the wide range of 

impacts from methane, the societal, economic, and environmental benefits of acting are numerous 

and far outweigh the costs. 

Chipko was more a denunciation of everything the forest department had stood for, 

and less about hugging trees. Analyse. (250 words) 
Reference:  India Today 
Why the question: 
Veteran environmentalist and architect of the Chipko Movement Sundarlal Bahuguna, 94 has 
succumbed to COVID. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail in what way Chipko was more a denunciation of everything the forest department 
had stood for, and less about hugging trees. 
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what Chipko movement was. 
Body: 
The transformation of Chipko from a struggle to control local resource use to a national movement 
was influenced heavily by a growing global environmental concern. Chipko began independent of 
global environmental consciousness, but in interacting with the rest of the world, Chipko assumed a 
deep conservationist bearing. In the process, its utilitarian and developmental stance was steadily 
eroded. 
Discuss the shortcomings of forest department policies and in what way Chipko stood fast and gave it 
a new meaning. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with significance. 
Introduction 

Noted environmentalist Sunderlal Bahuguna, 94, has passed away in Rishikesh. The 94-year-old 

Chipko movement pioneer, was a Gandhian and a padma vibhushan awardee. 
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Body 

Chipko movement 

1. Sunderlal Bahuguna was a life-long environmentalist and was credited for founding the 

Chipko movement – the grassroots movement that swept through the Garhwal region in the 1970s 

with villagers hugging trees to stop them from being axed. 

2. Later in 1990s, he spearheaded the Anti-Tehri Dam movement and even went to jail for it in 

1995. 

3. The Chipko movement was a Gandhian form of protest against deforestation by locals in the 

Himalayan region. 

4. To stop deforestation, locals – primarily women – would make circles around trees and stop 

men from cutting them down. 

5. With the help from a local NGO, the women of the area went into the forest and formed a 

circle around the trees, protecting them from the men who came to cut down the trees. 

6. The women kept an all-night vigil, guarding their trees until all of them left. By then, the 

news of this movement had spread to nearby villages and more people joined in. 

7. The success achieved by this protest led to similar protests in other parts of the country. 

8. Sunderlal Bahuguna, who was leading the movement, appealed to then Prime Minister 

Indira Gandhi to implement a ban on cutting down the trees. His appeal resulted in a 15-year ban on 

chopping green trees in 1980. 

The movement went beyond hugging trees 

1. The first Chipko action took place in April 1973 in Mandal village, now in Uttarakhand, and 

spread over the next five years to many Himalayan districts. 

2. The movement sparked after the government decided to allot a plot of forest area in the 

Alaknanda valley to a sports goods company. 

3. In 1974, the forest department marked trees for felling in the Peng Murenda forest, near 

Reni village in Joshimath block, badly affected by the massive Alaknanda flood of 1970. 

4. More than 680 ha were auctioned for Rs 4.7 lakh to Jagmohan Bhalla, a contractor from 

Rishikesh. 

5. But the women of Reni women drove out the contractor’s labourers on March 26, 1974. 

6. This was a turning point for Chipko, as it marked the first time that the initiative by women, 

especially when their menfolk were not around. 

7. The Reni incident also prompted the state government to set up a nine-member 

committee, chaired by Delhi botanist Virendra Kumar and whose members included government 

officials; local MLA, Govind Singh Negi of the Communist Party of India (CPI); Bhatt, and Govind 

Singh Rawat, the block pramukh of Joshimath. 

8. The committee’s report, submitted after two years, led to a 10-year ban on commercial 

forestry in Reni and in nearly 1,200 sq km of the upper catchment of the Alaknanda. The ban was 

extended for 10 years in 1985. 
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 Conclusion 

The transformation of Chipko from a struggle to control local resource use to a national movement 

was influenced heavily by a growing global environmental concern. Chipko began independent of 

global environmental consciousness, but in interacting with the rest of the world, Chipko assumed a 

deep conservationist bearing. In the process, its utilitarian and developmental stance was steadily 

eroded. 

Explain how data driven approach possibly will help India deal with the future 

disruptions from climate change? Suggest reforms desirable in India’s data ecosystem 

(250 words) 
Reference:  Financial Express 
Why the question: 
Article highlights the importance of data driven approach in dealing with the future disruptions and 
suggests the reforms in the system. Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain how data driven approach possibly will help India deal with the future disruptions from 
climate change and suggest reforms desirable in India’s data ecosystem. 
Directive: 
Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with brief context of the question. 
Body: 
Explain that the data-driven tools were used for managing pandemic induced disruption. This offers 
an opportunity to restructure the data ecosystem for managing the disruptions of the future that are 
more likely to be driven by climate change. 
Throw light upon the policies for data sharing in India; National Data Sharing and Accessibility Policy 
(NDSAP), 2012, government portal, data.gov.in etc. 
Discuss the challenges associated with it.  And suggest reforms needed in data-ecosystem. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

The centrality of data in managing challenges of 21st century has been most evidently demonstrated 

during the Covid-19 pandemic. The adoption of data-driven tools for managing pandemic induced 

disruption also offers an opportunity to restructure the data ecosystem for managing the disruptions 

of future that are more likely to be driven by climate change. 

Body 

 India’s data ecosystem: NDSAP 

1. In Indian context, the National Data Sharing and Accessibility Policy (NDSAP), 2012 

recognises the importance of data in improving decision making, meeting the needs of civil society 

and generating revenue through either open or, registered and restricted access to datasets. 

2. In 2012, a government portal (data.gov.in) was also established as a unified platform to 

enable sharing of data available with ministries, departments and other public agencies for wider 

public use. 
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3. The sharing of data in this platform, apart from others, is further streamlined through the 

nodality of Chief Data Officer (CDO) in respective ministries. 

4. Certain datasets in such platforms are critical to develop a clear understanding of local 

capacities, its geographical setup, climate risks and vulnerabilities, and unique opportunities for 

mainstreaming climate action. 

 Challenges associated 

1. Though the challenge is not so much about whether we are collecting data, but rather 

whether it is usable, accessible and if it captures the details that end users are interested in. 

2. Even after years of the portal’s operationalisation, there are multiple data-sets that aren’t 

updated regularly (such as CSR expenditures that is available in a separate National CSR portal), or 

have missing data points (such as crop cultivation data-sets). 

3. Apart from these issues of quality of available datasets, there are others that just aren’t 

uploaded in it. 

4. Though NITI Aayog has indeed brought out more targeted indices to track climate actions 

such as under SDG-13 (climate action) of SDG India Index. 

5. But it remains vague in tracking improvements in climate resilience, by solely using number 

of lives lost due to extreme weather events. 

  

Reforms needed 

1. A data driven approach to climate resilience necessitates certain fundamental reforms in 

India’s data-ecosystem. 

2. First, there is a need to collect complete datasets required to assess climate risks and 

vulnerabilities. 

3. This involves collection of datasets that are sex-disaggregated and geo-spatial and collect 

more nuanced dimensions like behavioural tendencies and disaster response capacities. 

4. It requires targeted research for designing better questionnaires and identifying new nodes 

for data collection. 

5. Updating the next census through minor addition to reflect these data needs could be a 

good starting point. 

6. Second, the data collected has to be made reliable and usable through an accountability 

framework. 

7. As the CDO currently doesn’t operate in the same legal framework as a Chief Information 

officer (CIO) under the Right to Information (RTI) Act, there exists no liability for errors and 

omissions. 

8. A separate legislation in this regard would bring in the much-needed consistency in periodic 

collection of identified datasets and their proactive sharing in designated platforms. 

9. Third, there is a need for centralising public data that currently exists with different 

departments and public institutions. 
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10. Then there are also multiple entities that manage different aspects of data. 

11. The National Data Governance Centre was planned to be set up in 2019 for precisely this 

objective, i.e., holding all public data and establishing guidelines for its management, sharing and 

monetisation. But it is yet to be operationalised. 

 Conclusion 

Data is truly useful when it can provide actionable information, and this is particularly needed for 

climate-action at sub-national levels. It is time that India places itself on track to address the issues 

around the known unknowns of climate change, rather than adopting a knee-jerk response to global 

trends. 

Deliberate upon the development of green intellectual property and explain its 

significance in achieving environmental sustainability in India. (250 words) 
Reference: Down to Earth 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the theme of developing green intellectual property. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss development of green intellectual property and explain its significance in achieving 
environmental sustainability in India. 
Directive: 
Deliberate – Weigh up to what extent something is true. Persuade the reader of your argument by 
citing relevant research but also remember to point out any flaws and counter- arguments as well. 
Conclude by stating clearly how far you agree with the original proposition. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what you understand by Green intellectual property. 
Body: 
The term ‘Green Intellectual Property’ refers to the protection of innovations in the field of green 
technology. It is a concept where innovations which are helpful to environment in one or the other 
way are legally protected. 
India has slowly begun to realize pollution is not only an inconvenient by-product causing 
environmental degradation but it is also a fundamental threat to growth and development. If not 
taken seriously and contained, it will have a deep impact on the economy. 
This led to a significant change in the mindset of people and political will. Major developments in 
clean energy technology have paved the way for business opportunities from the ‘green economy 
transition’ 
Discuss the benefits in detail, give examples. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that robust IP protection facilitates green technology creation, adaptation and distribution. 
Depletion of non-renewable resources is taking place at a very fast pace and the availability of the 
same is finite. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt a change towards a more sustainable lifestyle based 
on green technologies, which is part of the development of new global environmental policies and a 
stronger protection of IP rights is an integral part of this process. 
Introduction 

India has slowly begun to realise pollution is not only an inconvenient by-product causing 

environmental degradation but it is also a fundamental threat to growth and development. If not 

taken seriously and contained, it will have a deep impact on the economy. This led to a significant 

change in the mindset of people and political will. Major developments in clean energy technology 

have paved the way for business opportunities from the ‘green economy transition’. 
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Body 

Green intellectual property: Meaning 

1. All green tech innovations are protected through the development of ‘green intellectual 

property’, which refers to the legal protection of innovations and advancements in the field of green 

technology. 

2. About 13 per cent of India’s high-value patents are related to green tech, which is in line 

with the world average. 

3. Overall, India is not a leading inventor of green-tech systems, although it performs 

significantly better than other low- to middle-income nations. 

4. In 2013, India successfully filed 1,140 high-value green patents, while Brazil filed 300 and 

South Africa 150. China filed 16,000. 

5. The vast majority of green patents are concentrated across a few nations. 

6. In recent times, India has seen a surge in churning out green patents. In 2017, it gave out 

2,505 green patents. 

 Development of green intellectual property 

1. There is an inevitable demand for clean technologies. Countries that upskill appropriately 

and create industries to manufacture it has much to gain. 

2. They can accumulate value from the export of clean technologies and gain access to 

international markets. 

3. China has already positioned itself as the world’s leading exporter of affordable photovoltaic 

cells, Europe is innovating in wind and Japan and the USA are giving out patents in electrical vehicles. 

4. Countries that will focus their attention on fossil fuels will find themselves losing on market 

share in the international market. 

5. This turns out to be a “green marathon” because of the time taken to develop new skills and 

industries, and gain expertise in it. 

6. Countries mastering this early have a comparative advantage over others in the green 

market of goods / services. 

Significance of Green technology especially for  India 

1. By the adoption of green technologies, global warming caused due to emission of 

greenhouse gases and our sheer dependence on non-renewable sources of energy has been reduced 

gradually. 

2. Instead, we have found new and alternative sources of energy like wind, solar and biomass, 

through diving into this innovation of green technology. 

3. Hence, this will be a win-win situation for India in terms of both environmental sustainability 

and economic development. 
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4. India is currently planning on one of the largest green energy projects that will generate 

20,000 megawatts (MW) of solar power and 3,000 MW from wind farms on 50,000 acres of land in 

Karnataka. 

5. Green technology is not cheaper but is labour-intensive. This is a boon for India as it will 

create employment opportunities for our abundant labour force. 

6. The more we use green technology, the more it will expand our base for employment 

leading to economic development in the long run. 

7. In terms of scale, India is in an advantageous position. It has an established industry in low-

carbon environmental goods and services (LCEGS). 

8. It has the third-highest LCEGS sales in Asia (second-highest in terms of proportion of gross 

domestic product). 

9. The country has a large scope of having a green boom in the coming years as it already has a 

market for green goods / services. 

10. It has several advantages ranging from knowledge spill overs to economies of scale, which 

makes it favourable for India to develop into a large green market with ease. 

 Conclusion 

In the context of climate change and global warming, there arises a dire need to establish a robust 

innovation system, and facilitate access and reform the effective intellectual property systems. This 

will help keep the development, evolution and innovation in technology, products and services 

required in strong-arming the dynamic shift to the green economy. 

Disaster and disaster management. 

Discuss the measures that need to be adapted to prevent fire hazards in hospitals 

during the COVID-19 health crisis and suggest post-disaster recovery plan. (250 

words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
Over the past few weeks there have been deadly fires in hospital buildings, including those treating 
COVID-19 patients, thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss the measures that need to be adapted to prevent fire hazards in hospitals during the COVID-
19 health crisis and suggest post-disaster recovery plan. 
Directive: 
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both for 
and against arguments. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with recent episodes of fire safety breaches that occurred in hospitals across the country. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Discuss the reasons first – The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) says 330 people died in 
commercial building fires in 2019, while fatalities for residential or dwelling buildings were much 
higher at 6,329. Electrical faults are cited as the leading cause of fires, but State governments are 
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also widely criticized+ for being lax with building safety laws and for failing to equip public buildings 
with modern technology. 
Discuss what needs to be done. What measures must be taken to prevent these incidences. 
Suggest a Disaster recovery plan. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

Over the past few weeks there have been deadly fires in hospital buildings, including those treating 

COVID-19 patients. Over the past few weeks there have been deadly fires in hospital buildings, 

including those treating COVID-19 patients, compounding what is already a severe crisis that the 

country is facing. 

Body 

Background on fire hazards especially in hospitals 

1. The most recent incident was on May 1, when at least 18 people died after a fire broke out 

in a COVID hospital in Bharuch in Gujarat. 

2. A spate of recent hospital fires has also been reported from Maharashtra, at Virar, a suburb 

of Mumbai, and Mumbra near Thane and earlier in the year at Nagpur. 

3. Fires breaking out in buildings, big and small across India is not a new phenomenon. The 

National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) says 330 people died in commercial building fires in 2019, 

while fatalities for residential or dwelling buildings were much higher at 6,329. 

4. Electrical faults are cited as the leading cause of fires, but State governments are also widely 

criticised for being lax with building safety laws and for failing to equip public buildings with modern 

technology. 

Measures needed to ensure fire safety in hospitals 

1. At the macro level, the NBC recommends the location of buildings by type of use in specific 

zones to ensure that industrial and hazardous structures do not coexist with residential, 

institutional, office and business buildings. 

2. It specifies, among other things, the technical requirements for special buildings, high rises, 

educational and institutional buildings higher than 9 metres, and those with an area of over 300 

square metres. 

3. Next, the Code drills down into the specifics of fire resistance based on the materials used — 

exterior walls, interior bearing walls, floor, roof, fire check doors, fire enclosure exits, and so on. 

4. Technologies to sound alerts in case of a fire and also to fight it are expected to be 

incorporated into buildings. 

5. Examples given in the Code are automatic fire detection and alarm system, down-comer 

pipelines connected to a roof tank, dry riser pipelines that fire-fighters can use to douse upper 

floors, automatic sprinklers and water sprays, fireman’s lift, fire barriers, escape routes, markings, 

and so on. 

6. Incorporating these into a proper design and ensuring that certified fire-resistant materials 

are used in the construction can avert deadly fires, giving occupants sufficient time to exit safely. 
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Way forward 

1. Fire service is a state subject and has been included as municipal function in the XII schedule 

of the Constitution. The municipal corporations and local bodies are responsible for providing fire 

services in many states. 

2. All State governments should require mandatory compliance with such safety features for 

any institution handling patients or giving care. 

3. Certification of facilities through third-party audit should be made compulsory to eliminate 

conflicts of interest involving official agencies. 

4. The institutions should also be insured for the highest levels of public liability. 

5. At a broader level, governments must shed their indifference and work to make all spaces 

safe. 

6. In private, public or commercial buildings, official agencies tend to favour tokenism rather 

than high standards for the safety of occupants and visitors. 

7. They are ever-willing to “regularise” deviations in construction over time. It is time to fix 

responsibility for deadly accidents on a single official agency. 

 Conclusion 

In December last year, the Supreme Court directed all States to carry out fire safety audits of 

dedicated COVID-19 hospitals. It has become evident that State forces lack the manpower to inspect 

and ensure compliance with safety codes, including the NBC, where it is mandatory. One option is to 

make heavy fire liability insurance compulsory for all public buildings, which would offer protection 

to occupants and visitors and bring about external inspection of safety. 

The National Task Force (NTF), created by the apex court can shape the response to 

pandemic and future public health challenge. Comment. (250 words) 
Reference:  Indian Express 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the recent origin of National task force. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Explain how the National Task Force (NTF), created by the apex court can shape the response to 
pandemic and future public health challenge. 
Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what NTF is. 
Body: 
The SC has set up a 12-member National Task Force (NTF) to guide the central government allocation 
of medical oxygen to the states. 
The task force will work with NITI Aayog, the Ministry of Home Affairs and the Department of 
Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, the Indian Council of 
Medical Research and the Directorate General of Health Services. 
Discuss key features of the Task force. 
Explain the challenges before it. 
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Conclusion: 
Conclude that the decisions and recommendations of this NTF and how they co-opt members with 
the right expertise will determine whether India ends up becoming a medicalised care system (which 
would focus on treating the sick) or a healthcare system that can keep people healthy and respond to 
future pandemics. 
Introduction 

In the wake of the oxygen supply crisis in Covid-19 management in India, the Supreme Court has set 

up a 12-member National Task Force (NTF) to guide, inter alia, the central government allocation of 

medical oxygen to the states. 

Body 

About National Task Force 

1. The task force will work with senior officials of NITI Aayog, the Ministry of Home Affairs and 

the Department of Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade as well as the All India Institute of 

Medical Sciences, the Indian Council of Medical Research and the Directorate General of Health 

Services. 

2. The Supreme Court has also mandated that the task force may constitute more sub-groups 

on specialised areas or regions to assist in its work and also to consider, if appropriate, seeking the 

assistance of experts both within and outside government in areas such as critical care, infectious 

disease modelling, clinical virology and immunology, and epidemiology/ public health. 

3. The rationale for setting up the task force has been to facilitate a public health response to 

the pandemic based upon scientific and specialised domain knowledge. 

4. It is hoped that the establishment of the NTF will help the decision-makers with inputs that 

can enable them to go beyond ad hoc solutions to the unprecedented challenge. 

Potential of National Task Force in pandemic response 

1. In the 12-point terms of reference (ToR) of the NTF, the first five points focus on oxygen 

supply, including, deciding on a methodology for the scientific allocation of oxygen  to states and 

facilitating audits (of oxygen supply, distribution and utilisation) by sub-groups within each state and 

UTs. 

2. The task force will also review and suggest measures necessary for ensuring the availability 

of essential drugs and medicines. 

3. The remaining six ToR of the NTF are aimed at the broader pandemic preparedness and 

response, which include planning and adopting remedial measures to ensure preparedness for 

present and future emergencies; to facilitate the use of technology; to suggest augmenting the 

availability of trained doctors, nurses and paramedical staff; to promote evidence-based research 

and enhance effective response to the pandemic; facilitate sharing of best practices across the 

nation to promote knowledge about management of the pandemic and to make recommendations 

in regard to other issues of pressing national concerns. 

4. The tenure of the task force shall be six months initially. The Supreme Court’s order to set up 

the task force is highly significant, considering that India is struggling to mount an effective response 

to the second wave of the pandemic. 
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5. It ensures the participation of independent subject experts in policy decisions, which have 

often been criticised as being overly led by a techno-bureaucratic process. 

Conclusion 

The decisions and recommendations of this NTF and how they co-opt members with the right 

expertise will determine whether India ends up becoming a medicalised care system (which would 

focus on treating sick) or a healthcare system which can keep people healthy and respond to future 

epidemics and pandemics. 

Evaluate the disaster preparedness and management of cyclones in India. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The article explains how accurate forecasts and resilience-building hold the key to handling severe 
cyclones. Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Evaluate the disaster preparedness and management of cyclones in India. 
Directive: 
Evaluate – When you are asked to evaluate, you have to pass a sound judgement about the truth of 
the given statement in the question or the topic based on evidences.  You have to appraise the worth 
of the statement in question. There is scope for forming a personal opinion here. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with brief introduction on cyclones that have affected India in recent times. 
Body: 
Explain that Cyclone Disaster Management encompasses mitigation and preparedness measures for 
cyclones. The location of India in the north Indian Ocean makes it vulnerable to the tropical cyclone. 
In 2019-20, India witnessed multiple cyclones including Amphan, Nisarga, Nivar, etc. The recent one 
being cyclone Taukte. 
Discuss the importance of cyclone disaster management in India to mitigate personal and economic 
losses. 
Throw light on the India’s cyclone disaster management initiatives from past to present. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

Millions of people wearied by the onslaught of the coronavirus have had to contend with a furious 

tropical cyclone that has left a trail of death and destruction before making landfall in 

Gujarat. Cyclone Tauktae swelled into an extremely severe cyclonic storm, dumping enormous 

volumes of water all along the west coast, and caused loss of life in Kerala, Karnataka, Goa, 

Maharashtra and Gujarat, before weakening overland. 

Body 

Cyclone management in India 

1. India has a coastline of 7,516 km, of which 5,700 km are prone to cyclones of various 

degrees. About 8% of the Country’s area and one-third of its population live in 13 coastal states and 

UTs who are, thus vulnerable to cyclone related disasters. 

2. Loss due to cyclones: Loss of lives, livelihood opportunities, damage to public and private 

property and severe damage to infrastructure are the resultant consequences, which can disrupt the 

process of development. 
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3. In India, National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) has responsibility of 

formulating National Guidelines for Management of Cyclones and India Meteorological 

Department (IMD) is the nodal agency for providing cyclone warning services to communities and 

important officials in affected areas. 

Management of cyclone 

Non – Structural Measures 

1. Early Warning Systems: It consists of Automatic Weather Stations, Doppler radars, High 

Wind Speed Recorders, Ocean buoys, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles etc. They provide critical 

information for tracking and forecasting intensity of cyclones. 

2. Communication and Dissemination Systems: They are a pre-requisite for the proper 

functioning of cyclone warning. It consists of cellular telephone network, Disaster Warning System 

(DWS) terminals, etc. 

3. Management of Coastal Zones: A holistic approach to Coastal Zone Management (CZM), like 

proper planning of the coastal areas for locating communities and infrastructure in safer areas, 

protecting and restoring natural bio-shields etc., can minimise loss of life and damage to property to 

a considerable extent. 

4. Mangrove forests and shelterbelts constitute Bio-shields in coastal areas and provide 

ecological security. Their preservation is to be done by effective implementation of Coastal 

Regulation Zone (CRZ) Rules. 

5. Awareness Generation: Awareness encompasses a wide range of modes of sensitising 

communities, neighbourhoods and various functionaries from the local to the national level. 

Structural Measures 

1. Ensure availability of adequate numbers of shelters, community centres/school buildings, 

places of worship, etc., which can be utilised for moving people from vulnerable areas to safety. 

2. To provide at least one all-weather link road for each village that is accessible during 

cyclone or flooding periods. 

3. Construction of ‘saline embankments’ is carried out to protect habitation, agriculture crop 

and important installations along the coast. 

Disaster preparedness 

1. Pre disaster: 

1. Provide cyclone forecasting, tracking and warning systems. 

2. Mock drills, and training of local population and police by NDRF and SDRF. 

3. Plantations of strong rooted trees, canopies, mangroves and proper vegetation cover which 

act as first line of defence. 

4. Proper drainage system throughout the city to discharge the water as soon as possible to 

avoid flood like conditions 

5. Use of NAVIC and RESOURCESAT-2 for disseminating coastal information and helping in 

disaster management. 
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2. During disaster 

0. Cautionary advice put out on social platforms urging people to stay safe can reduce 

the number of casualties as seen in Odisha during recent Cyclone Amphan. 

1. Social media and the Internet, speedy official and community messages, creating 

online groups and sharing messages offering help and advice. 

2. Perception of people decides the intensity of disaster. If people take necessary 

proactive steps to deal with disaster, then even the severe disaster can be dealt with 

minimum damage. 

3. Delivery of food and health care via mobile hospitals, with priorities to women child 

& elders. 

4. Protection of the community and their evacuation and quicker response. 

3. Post disaster 

0. It is vital that the learning from each event is shared nationally, and the capacity of 

officials and communities to manage disasters built continuously. 

1. Among the securities available to individuals in many countries is insurance against 

property losses. Viable policies should be made available in India too. 

2. Providing alternative means of communication, energy and transport just after the 

disaster. 

Conclusion 

Disaster Risk Reduction should be an important aspect of global poverty reduction initiatives. 

Moving from a risk blind approach to a risk-informed approach is the need of the hour. There should 

be a Disaster Risk Audit of all the coastal cities and infrastructure such as embankments and dams to 

prevent any further disasters. 

Accurate forecasts and resilience building are quintessential in handling severe 

cyclones. Elucidate. (250 words) 
Reference:  NDTV 
Why the question: 
Cyclone Tauktae which has made landfall on the western coast of India has caused loss of life and 
destruction of infrastructure in Kerala, Karnataka, Goa, Maharashtra and Gujarat. Thus the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in what way accurate forecasts and resilience ¬building are quintessential in handling severe 
cyclones 
Directive: 
Elucidate – Give a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the particular context. 
You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with relevant associated 
facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with brief context of the question. 
Body: 
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Given the fact that it is very likely that India will see more frequent cyclones every year due to global 
warming, India should work towards mitigating the damage to life and property from these adverse 
climatic phenomena. The following measures will help in this direction. 
India needs to develop greater expertise in forecasting which will help in the issuance of precise early 
warnings. 
Given the rapid intensification of cyclones, there is very little time available to take immediate 
measures for evacuation at the ground. State-of-the-art cyclone models are unable to pick this rapid 
intensification because they do not incorporate the ocean dynamics accurately. This is a forecasting 
challenge that needs to be addressed. 
Discuss the importance of Disaster mitigation and resilience building. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

Cyclone Tauktae hit western coast recently. Over 16,000 houses were damaged, more than 40,000 

trees and over 70,000 electric poles uprooted, while 5,951 villages faced total power blackout due to 

the cyclonic storm in Gujarat. Many ONGC employees lost lives in Maharashtra. 

Body 

Need for accurate forecasts 

1. Last year, the India Meteorological Department (IMD) launched an impact-based cyclone 

warning system from the October-December season designed to reduce economic losses by focusing 

on districts and specific locations, and incorporating such factors as population, infrastructure, land 

use and settlements. 

2. The IMD also claimed that its accuracy of forecasts, for instance, in plotting landfall location, 

is now better. Together with ground mapping of vulnerabilities, this is a promising approach to avoid 

loss of life and destruction of property. 

3. The importance of precise early warnings cannot be overemphasised, considering that the 

Arabian Sea has emerged as a major source of severe cyclones, and their intensity is aggravated by 

long-term rise in sea surface temperatures linked to pollution over South Asia and its 

neighbourhood. 

4. Climate-proofing lives and dwellings is a high priority now, a task that warrants a multi-

sectoral approach: to build sturdy homes of suitable design, create adequate storm shelters, provide 

accurate early warnings, and ensure financial protection against calamities through insurance for 

property and assets. 

Building resilience in handling severe cyclones 

1. Early Warning Systems: It consists of Automatic Weather Stations, Doppler radars, High 

Wind Speed Recorders, Ocean buoys, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles etc. They provide critical 

information for tracking and forecasting intensity of cyclones. 

2. Communication and Dissemination Systems: They are a pre-requisite for the proper 

functioning of cyclone warning. It consists of cellular telephone network, Disaster Warning System 

(DWS) terminals, etc. 

3. Management of Coastal Zones: A holistic approach to Coastal Zone Management (CZM), like 

proper planning of the coastal areas for locating communities and infrastructure in safer areas, 
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protecting and restoring natural bio-shields etc., can minimise loss of life and damage to property to 

a considerable extent. 

4. Mangrove forests and shelterbelts constitute Bio-shields in coastal areas and provide 

ecological security. Their preservation is to be done by effective implementation of Coastal 

Regulation Zone (CRZ) Rules. 

5. Awareness Generation: Awareness encompasses a wide range of modes of sensitising 

communities, neighbourhoods and various functionaries from the local to the national level. 

6. Ensure availability of adequate numbers of shelters, community centres/school buildings, 

places of worship, etc., which can be utilised for moving people from vulnerable areas to safety. 

7. To provide at least one all-weather link road for each village that is accessible during 

cyclone or flooding periods. 

8. Construction of ‘saline embankments’ is carried out to protect habitation, agriculture crop 

and important installations along the coast. 

 Conclusion 

A range of technological advances has now made cyclone forecasting a lot more accurate, thus 

reducing risks. Along with cyclones, problems associated with cyclones such as rainfall, storm surge 

and coastal inundation can also be accurately forecast in terms of magnitude, time and place of 

occurrence. This has resulted in reduction in loss of lives, and brought down the costs involved in 

evacuation of population. 

Challenges to internal security through communication networks, role of media 

and social networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber 

security; money-laundering and its prevention. 

Responsible news media not just needs to provide credible information but also needs 

to enjoy the trust of the population. Comment. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The question is amidst rising responsibility of News media amidst tough situations the world is facing 
owing to covid-19 pandemic. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Comment upon the role of media in providing credible information and the need to enjoy the trust of 
the population at the same time. 
Directive: 
Comment– here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with brief context of the question. 
Body: 
Explain that If the idea of journalism is to function as an integral estate of democracy, and if its 
mandate is to empower citizens, then it not just needs to provide credible information but also needs 
to enjoy the trust of the population. Citizens should direct questions towards influential voices. 
Give examples in support of your answer. 
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Take hints from the article and support your answer. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with way forward. 
Introduction 

The media is supposed to exist to maintain the bridge between the government and the people. The 

press is also called the fourth pillar of democracy. It is necessary to take into account that the media 

not only communicate but also offer their own perspective on every event that takes place. 

Body 

Need for responsible media and credible information dissemination 

1. Media acts as a watchdog of public interest in a democracy. It plays an important role in a 

democracy and serves as an agency of the people to inform them of the events of national and 

international significance. 

2. Its importance in influencing readers can be gauged by the role it played during the freedom 

struggle, politically educating millions of Indians who joined the leaders in their fight against the 

British imperialism. 

3. It is like a mirror which reveals us the bare truth and harsh realities of life. A news media, be 

it in print form or TV/radio, its main job is to inform people about unbiased news without any 

censorship or tampering. 

4. For the democratic system to operate to its full potential, the participation on a part of the 

public is imperative, that successively needs circulation of reliable info to the masses on numerous 

public problems. This is where the mass media comes as fourth pillar of democracy. 

Responsibilities of a media in democracy 

1. Journalism is a profession that serves. By virtue, thereof it enjoys the privilege to ‘question’ 

others. 

2. The fundamental objective of journalism is to serve the people with news, views, comments 

and information on matters of public interest in a fair, accurate, unbiased: and decent manner and 

language. 

3. The press is an indispensable pillar of democracy. It purveys public opinion and shapes it. 

Parliamentary democracy can flourish only under the watchful eyes of the media.    Media not only 

reports but acts as a bridge between the state and the public. 

4. With the advent of private TV channels, the media seems to have taken over the reins of 

human life and society in every walk of life. 

5. The media today does not remain satisfied as the Fourth Estate, it has assumed the foremost 

importance in society and governance. While playing the role of informer, the media also takes the 

shape of a motivator and a leader. 

 Conclusion 

Such is the influence of media that it can make or unmake any individual, institution or any thought. 

So, all pervasive and all-powerful is today its impact on the society. With so much power and 

strength, the media cannot lose sight of its privileges, duties and obligations. It must live up to the 

trust imposed by people in media. 
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While the prolonged lockdown has pushed women into digital spaces, It is now a 

proven fact that cyber Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) bears a causality 

with the digital exclusion of women worldwide. In this backdrop analyse in detail the 

issue of rising gender-based cybercrime. (250 words) 
Reference: tribuneindia.com 
Why the question: 
National Crime Records Bureau 2018 data: About 6030 cybercrimes were registered by women. Thus 
the question. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Discuss in detail the issue of rising gender-based cybercrime. 
Directive: 
Analyze – When asked to analyse, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what you understand by cybercrime or present some key facts with respect to the context 
of the question. 
Body: 
Explain the Issue of rising gender-based cybercrime – Anonymous in nature: VAWG has percolated to 
the digital realm, and in its anonymous non-confrontational, it must be viewed as an impeding factor 
to gender justice in the 21st century. Skewed power dynamics: Often between men and women is 
another example of what sustains digital attacks on women and girls. Symptomatic of societal 
mentality etc. Absence of protective legislation. 
Suggest what needs to be done. One can as well present the case of India. 
Conclusion: 
Suggest solutions to address the issue. 
Introduction 

The irony of growing digital footprint is that, on one hand women are at disadvantage due to the 

growing digital divide and on the other hand they are victims of cybercrime with grave threats.  If we 

look closely at cases of cyber-crime faced by women, the language of power cuts across the variables 

of age, religion, caste and class. The only constant parameter is gender. Cyber harassment, rape and 

death threats clutter the already overburdened headspace of the average 21st-century woman’s 

emotional bandwidth. 

Body 

Background: Gender based cyber-crime 

1. Violence is all-pervasive, it erodes at the already porous wall between online and offline, 

real and reel. 

2. This is why VAWG has percolated to the digital realm. It is this anonymous non-

confrontational form of VAWG, devoid of physical contact, that must be viewed as an impeding 

factor to gender justice in the 21st century. 

3. Essentially, if women are at the receiving end of systemic gender-based violence, then the 

same will translate into an inequitable cyberspace. 

4. Terming cyber harassment as passive detracts from the trouble it perpetuates. 
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5. For far too long, issues of gender-based cyber-crime have been labelled elite or “first world” 

problems. 

Violence against Women and Girls in cyber-realm 

1. Cyber harassment, rape and death threats clutter the already overburdened headspace of 

the average 21st-century woman’s emotional bandwidth. 

2. Being routinely subjected to objectification and fetishisation has resulted in a lack of self-

worth among the many women. 

3. Not so long ago, social media was awash with the ‘Bois locker room’ incident that circulated 

obscene images of under-age girls via leaked chats from an exclusive group. 

4. With this as our frame of reference, it is time we pause and acknowledge that ‘Bois locker 

room’ is not an isolated incident of young boys enabling rape culture, but instead is symptomatic of 

our societal mentality. 

5. Reports of increased cyber bullying and cyber harassment have escalated over the past few 

years with the NCRB data showing 6,030 cyber crimes registered by women in the year 2018. 

6. The bitter backlash received by women and girls when reporting cyber crime is also of 

mythic proportions. 

7. We need to understand that the digital space is no different from the offline/real world. 

8. In other words, those toxic nurturing practices, based on myopic gender stereotypes that 

operate offline are reinforced online via social networking websites. 

Way Forward 

1. The answer, on the surface, seems simple but given the evolving terrain of digital technology 

will require subsequent modifications and an active approach to work within the international 

human rights framework. 

2. To conclude, we need a targeted legislation that criminalises cyber VAWG. In the absence of 

any special legislation, both the IT Act and the IPC are interim solutions inadequate to contain the 

magnitude of problems. 

3. The reason for this is that the IPC predates the digital era while the IT Act was formulated to 

enhance e-commerce as opposed to sensitising a hitherto unequal space. 

Hence, devising a statute that exclusively addresses cyber abuse, harassment and violence faced by 

women will go a long way in changing the existing discourse on safety and equality. 

How has the censorship regime in India evolved over time and what is the current 

framework governing media content in India? Explain. (250 words) 
Reference:  The Hindu 
Why the question: 
The question is based on the theme of censorship regime in India. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Account for the evolution of censorship regime in India and throw light upon the current framework 
governing media content in India. 
Directive: 
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Explain – Clarify the topic by giving a detailed account as to how and why it occurred, or what is the 
particular context. You must be defining key terms where ever appropriate, and substantiate with 
relevant associated facts. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Start with what you understand by censorship. 
Body: 
Discuss the history of censorship in India. 
 The media and entertainment industry has consistently grown and continues to grow at a global 
level, particularly with the advent of new mediums for distribution, supported by dynamic 
technological advancements. The Indian market has not only followed this global trend over the 
years but has also demonstrated enormous potential. 
In the recent past, the Indian media and entertainment industry has witnessed a paradigm shift, 
both, in the volume and demand for varied content as well as in the mediums opted by viewers to 
access content. 
Outline the current regulatory framework for the certification of films, compliances for television 
programs and also the trends in regulation for OTT media platforms. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude with importance of a right framework to regulate media in the country. 
Introduction 

The three-month deadline for social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube to 

comply with new stricter rules for intermediaries ended even as at least five industry bodies, 

including the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and the US-India Business Council (USIBC), have 

written to the government for up to a one-year compliance window, particularly in the view of the 

pandemic. 

Body 

Censorship regime in India 

1. The 1952 Cinematograph Act sets out the structure of Censorship as it stands today as it 

governs the censorship of films. The Central Board of Film Certification (CBFC) comes under the 

Ministry of Information and Broadcasting purview. 

2. Press Council Act, 1978: For the Press, the PCI was established under the PCI Act of 1978 to 

preserve the press’s freedom and maintain and improve the standards of newspapers and news 

agencies in India. Similar to the CBFC, the PCI consists of a chairman and 28 other members. 

3. OTT Platforms: OTT platforms had remained out of the regulatory purview for long, which 

was a favourite amongst the filmmakers as it leads to more freedom and space to work in terms of 

creativity. A self-regulatory framework brought in last year by the Internet and Mobile Association 

of India (IAMAI) and signed by 15 platform members are currently in place for OTT channels to abide 

by, but it has failed to garner government support. 

New Framework governing media content in India 

1. Due diligence by intermediaries: Intermediaries are entities that store or transmit data on 

behalf of other persons. Intermediaries include internet or telecom service providers, online 

marketplaces, and social media platforms. 

2. The due diligence to be observed by intermediaries includes: (i) informing users about rules 

and regulations, privacy policy, and terms and conditions for usage of its services, (ii) blocking access 
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to unlawful information within 36 hours upon an order from the Court, or the government, and (iii) 

retaining information collected for the registration of a user for 180 days after cancellation or 

withdrawal of registration. 

3. Intermediaries are required to report cybersecurity incidents and share related information 

with the Indian Computer Emergency Response Team. 

4. Significant social media intermediaries: A social media intermediary with registered users in 

India above a threshold (to be notified) will be classified as Significant Social Media Intermediaries. 

5. Additional due diligence to be observed by these intermediaries include: (i) appointing 

a chief compliance officer to ensure compliance with the IT Act and the Rules, (ii) appointing a 

grievance officer residing in India, and (iii) publishing a monthly compliance report. 

6. Intermediaries which provide messaging as a primary service must enable the identification 

of the first originator of the information on its platform. 

7. This originator must be disclosed if required by an order from the Court or the government. 

Such order will be passed for specified purposes including investigation of offences related to 

sovereignty and security of the state, public order, or sexual violence. 

8. Grievance redressal: The Rules require the intermediaries and digital media publishers to 

provide for a grievance redressal mechanism.  The intermediaries are required to designate a 

grievance officer to address complaints against violation of the Rules.  Complaints must be 

acknowledged within 24 hours and disposed of within 15 days. 

9. Blocking of content in case of emergency: In case of emergencies, the authorised officers 

may examine digital media content and the Secretary, MIB may pass an interim direction for 

blocking of such content. The final order for blocking content will be passed only after the approval 

by the Inter-Departmental Committee.  In case of non-approval from the Committee, the content 

must be unblocked. 

Conclusion 

A healthy and thriving democracy needs to have a healthy and broad speech level, giving space and 

an environment for intellectual discourse and debate. Further, an individual’s autonomy allows them 

to propagate ideas and thoughts unique to society. 

Security challenges and their management in border areas – linkages of 

organized crime with terrorism. 

Account for the need and importance of recently proposed Integrated Law 

Enforcement Centres (ILECs) for dealing cross-border crimes. (250 words) 
Reference:  Hindustan Times 
Why the question: 
The Bureau of Police Research and Development (BPRD) has recommended that India should have 
Integrated Law Enforcement Centres (ILECs) on all its borders to deal with cross-border crimes. 
Key Demand of the question: 
Account for the need and importance of recently proposed Integrated Law Enforcement Centres 
(ILECs) for dealing cross-border crimes. 
Directive: 
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Account – Weigh up to what extent something is true. Persuade the reader of your argument by 
citing relevant research but also remember to point out any flaws and counter- arguments as well. 
Conclude by stating clearly how far you are in agreement with the original proposition. 
Structure of the answer: 
Introduction: 
Briefly first reflect upon the Cross-border and trans-national crimes on Indian borders. 
Body: 
The answer body must have the following aspects covered: 
Explain first, Issues with current border security mechanism. 
Then talk about the Integrated Law Enforcement Centres (ILECs); India should have ILECs on all its 
borders on the lines of the United States’ Department of Homeland Security and the European 
Union’s Frontex to deal with cross-border crimes including infiltration, terrorism, smuggling etc. 
Account for the advantages of ILECs. 
Conclusion: 
Conclude that Law and Order is a ‘State subject’. Given the federal balance of power between the 
Centre and States, an overarching institutional arrangement would require strong political will at the 
Central level as well as accommodation by the states. 
Introduction 

The Bureau of Police Research and Development (BPRD) has recommended to the Centre that, India 

should have Integrated Law Enforcement Centres (ILECs) on all its borders on the lines of the United 

States’ Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the UK’s Border Agency and the European Union’s 

Frontex to deal with cross-border crimes including infiltration, terrorism, smuggling of drugs, cattle, 

fake currency, arms, etc. 

Body 

Integrated Law Enforcement Centres (ILECs) 

1. The ILECs, working inside the existing Integrated Check Posts (ICPs), will have the mandate 

to register, investigate and dispose of all types of cross-border crimes with jurisdiction clearly 

defined and coinciding with government regulations with respect to border guarding forces. 

2. They will maintain a wealth of cross-border crime data and process it for short-, medium- 

and long-term trends. 

3. Various factors affecting border security, such as political, economic, social, technological 

and legal environments etc. will be monitored. 

4. The data will be collated from different stakeholder agencies, mass-and-social-media, as well 

as cross-border sources. 

5. Subsequently, the ILECs will establish a situation room, where on the basis of collected, 

collated and analysed information from various sources, near real-time situation of the borders will 

be built up; and on the basis of continuous inflows of information, such situation will be updated. 

6. On the basis of time-series data, the trends of border-crimes in a particular sector of border 

will be analysed and utilized for planning routine operations by border guarding forces. 

Need and importance of ILEC 

1. There are different agencies active on (India’s) land borders operating within the silos of 

their specific mandate striving for agency specific micro-level optimization with lesser degree of 

inter-agencies cooperation, coordination and complementarity. 
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2. In fact, many a time, inter agencies competition leads to sub-optimal outcome at national 

level. 

3. There are instances of both gaps as well as overlapping in the role, jurisdiction and working 

of the agencies. 

4. India has been lacking synergy when it comes to border security management. 

5. The ILECs would be very helpful in bringing all agencies together to tackle the border crimes, 

like Multi-Agency Centre (MAC) – formed after 26/11 Mumbai attacks, has been a success when it 

comes to counterterrorism 

Conclusion 

The overall effectiveness of agencies while working in unison is likely to scale up in comparison to 

the existing situation, where they are working in their respective silos. For example, the powers of 

interception and electronic surveillance available with IB/RAW etc. can be complemented with the 

expertise available with NCB, the reach and manpower availability of BSF, the investigative skills and 

experience of the local police (all available under one roof) to detect and destroy modules focused 

on narco-terrorism. Same results can be emulated with the ILEC at the borders. 
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